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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Background Information 
Rutile (titanium dioxide) · is ' a transition metal .oxide characterized 
by a high melting point and a pale yellow appearance. On the basis of 
the electronic configuration of titanium (3d24s2), simple band theory 
suggests rutile should be a conductor due · to the unfilled d-shells. 
Stoichiometric rutile is an .insulator, however, and it is unclear wheth-
er the 3d cation wavelunctions overlap forming a conduction band or are · 
non-interacting. To the extent that conduction is due . to 3d electrons 
one would expect a low mobility characteristic of 3d conduction. 
It has been known for many years that nonstoichiometric rutile 
having an anion deficiency ·is an n-type semiconductor1 • Because of the 
experimental difficulties encountered in making ·measurements on the high 
resistivity stoichiometric · composition, most studies relate .to nonstoi-
chiometric material. This state can be achieved by heating the rutile 
in a hydrogen atmosphere, a vacuum, or a titanium atmosphere. The re-
sult of any one of these methods is an .anion-deficient composition which 
behaves like an n-type semiconductor. The -reduction of a sample in this 
manner provides a system which is comparatively easy to study experi-
mentally, with the physical :properties strongly .dependent upon the time, 
temperature and nature of the reduction process. 
Many studies have been made of the electrical and optical proper-
1 
2 
2-15 ties of reduced rutile , and also ·on the defect mechanisms involved 
8,13,16-30 in . the reduction process • An exhaustive review of all work 
up through 1958 is given by Grant31 • For the most part the studies 
lack direct quantitative correlation due to differences ·in foreign im-
purity content and unclearly defined · reduction techniques. The thermal 
properties of rutile in the nonstoichiometric state have received con-
siderably . less .attention. Measurements have been made ·of the specific 
h 32- 35 S b k ffi i 4 , 36 d h 1 d ' i 36 eat , ee ec . coe . cent , an t erma con uctiv ~y • 
Scope of Present Study 
It ha~ been the purpose of this study to investigate · some of the 
electrical and thermal. properties ·of :rutile single crystals . reduced in 
a high vacuum for various times ·and -- temperatures, · thus providing sys-
tems varying in stoichiometry ~ The Seebeck effect, electrical conduc-
tivity, and thermal conductivity in the temperature range 5 to 300 °K 
were of primary interest. · The ·objectives were twofold. First, by 
studying these properties ·as a . function ·of the reduction state; one 
hopes . to be able . to elucidate the ·nature ·of · the transport prqcesses a t 
low temper atures and to ·evaluate · the appropriate parameters. Secondly , 
it is of importance to ·relate ·theseparameters · to the ·still unexplai ned 
defect mechanism of vacuum-reduced ·rutile in an . effort to ·provide some 
insi ght into the nature ·of the defect. 
To thes e ends, a l l r eduction p1;1rameters have been caref ully r e-
corded and additional measurements ·of weight loss upon reduction and 
Hall coefficients were also ·made on some of the samples. In addition, 
all samples have been cut ·· from · a · s i ngle l arge . boule of rutile which 
contained a low concentration ·of foreign impurities. 
3 
A mo4el'has ~ee:i;i. developed in°tenns·of·a.two;;;.defect<mechanism 
which qualitatively explainei·the·. behav:ior :of· the ··electrical: propettie~ 
:t:n vacuum-reduced rutile; ·.· Analysis .of 'the·ther,mal:results i~ terms of. 
e,cis ting theoi:-ies . should ex~end · · the--ut:1li.erstanding , of,. the · sea ~ter:lng 
proc.esses involved in the-transport ··mechanie.ms ,.associated 'Wi~h compound· 
aem.iconductors, 
. ' . 
CHAPTER II 
PREVIOUS weru.< AND THEORETieAL ·BACKGROUND 
Electrical Properties of Rutile 
0 
The rutile structure . is tetragonal, with a= 4.594 A and c = 2.959 
0 
A. Titanium ions occupy positions 0,0,0 and~'~'~ and oxygens are lo-
37 
cated .at ± x,x,O and±~+ x, ~ - x, ~ with x = 0.306 • Rutile is pre-
31 dieted to have a 40% ionic character . 
The majority of experimental investigations on rutile began .after 
it was first prepared synthetically by -a Verneuil technique in the early 
1950's. 2 Cronemeyer measured some electrical anq optical properties of 
rutile single . crystals and correlated the .high temperature conductivity 
(E = 3.05 eV) with the optical absorption threshold at low temperatures g 
(3.03 eV). These results implied an energy gap in rutile of about 3.04 
eV. Cronemeyer also investigated hydrogen-reduced rutile and concluded 
that the resultant defect was an oxygen vacancy. Breckenridge and 
Hosler3 studied hydrogen-reduced ceramic and crystalline materials. 
They investigated the electrical properties from room temperature to 
liquid nitrogen . temperatures and, in general, found very low values for 
the mobility, indicating a large effective mass for the electron. The 
temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient implied that there 
existed two types of donor centers. These were postulated to be oxygen 
vacancies and oxygen vacancies associated with a titanium ion on a . 
4 
5 
normal titanium site. The small room temperature value of the mobility 
(s 1 cm2/volt-sec) suggested conduction might be taking place in a 3d 
cond~ction band. 
Because rutil~ has a strong ionic character, the question arises 
as to whether it is possible to use simple band theory in the same fash-
ion as it is applied to predominantly covalent semiconductors. Freder-
ikse6 investigated the possibility of polaron conduction in rutile. 
From his conductivity, Hall, an~ thermoelectric power data he concluded 
conductio~ was ,by free electrons in a 3d band . above 5 °K, but below 5 °K 
that conduction took place by polarons in a polaron band. Uasiguti, 
~ • .!!_. 9 postul~ted that conduction below 20 °K was a result of impurity 
band conduction. Be~ker and Hosler12 h~ye shown . that the conduction 
process in rutile is compatible with a multiple band conduction mecha~ 
nism, although no hypothesis as to the origin of these bands is given. 
Defect Nature 
Until about 1961 it was generally accepted that the predominant 
defect in reduced . rutile was an oxygen vacancy. The reduction process 
itself appears completely reversible, e . g., the weight loss resulting 
from the reduction process is equal to the weigh~ gain upon reoxidation4 • 
17 In 1961 Chester per~ormed an , electron spin resonance study on hydro-
gen- and vacuum-reduced rutile and noted two significant features. 
First, there appeared to be a difference in the defect nature resulting . 
from the different reduction processes and secondly, in the vacuum-
reduced specimens he observed a signal which he postulated, among other 
things, might be due to a titanium interstitial .defect. 
The first of these was clarified by von Hipp~l, ~· al. 8 , who 
6 
demonstrated that-hydrogen can enter the lattice and act·as a donor~ 
The hydrogen combines with oxygen.ions within·the crystal creating an· 
OH- concentration. This effect is probably significant·in hydrogen"".'. 
reduced material.and previous works should be re-examined in light ·of 
this. In addition, since the Verneuil technique employs.an oxyhydrogen 
flame, it is reasonable to assume that synthetic rutile has hydrogen 
incorporate4.into it during .the growth proc,ess, This has recently been 
studied, along with the.effect of the hydrogen upon oxygen diffusion 
rates, by Hill27 • 
There has been·considerable effort .to establish the nature of the 
c:lefect in reduced.rutile. One technique employed is to study.the 
oxygen pressure dependence of the . electrical· conduc t_i vi ty. According 
to the theory of "):'eversible defects 38 , a defect _equilibrium is given by. 
the law of .mass action. (Appendix A includes a discussion.and deriva-
tion of the law of mass action -in terms of concentrations.) The crea-
tion of an oxygen vacancy defect may be represented by the following 
equations, 
Stoichiometric Crystal (S ,C .-) :t. Ov 2+ + 2e + ~0/g) 
S,C~ + (0 2+e-) + e + ~02(g) + 
V. 
s.c~ + (O 2+2e -) + ~o (g). + v 2 
Application.of the law of ma~s action yields 
[o 2+] 2 ~ v n po 
2 
= 
= 
K1 (con,stant) 
K 2 
7 
In these equatiox:is the square bracket represents a concentratiQn, 
n= [e-] is tqe concentration of electrons, and P0 is the partia+ pres-
. 2 
su+e of .. oxygen measured in atmospheres. Since the·.el,.ectrical conductiv-
16 ity is proportional ton (d = neµ) one deduces 
C1 = 
C1 ' = 
C1' = 
-1/6 
COil,S tant PO 
2 
-1/4 constant .p 
02 
constant (independent·of ·P ) 
02 
for oxygen vacancies with ·none, one, .or two trapped electrons,. respec-
ti vely. Thus a, study of a versus oxygen .. partial pressure should yield 
information regardi'Q.g the nature of the defect~ If however, as Chester· 
implie~, 'there e:xis.ts the.possibility of a cation.inter.stitial,. the .. 
problem is more complicated. Consider the creation -of a titanium in-
terstitial, with a valence of m+, to be.given by the ·reaction 
m+ -t Tii · +me + o2(g). 
The law of . mass .· action then -gives 
and the resulta11t·conductivity is, 
1 
a = constant ro m + 1 , 
2 
8 
Thus if titaniµm 3+ interstitials (Ti~+) were formed during the reduc-
l. 
_1 
tion process, cr a. P ~ , the same value predicted for oxygen vacancies 
02 
with one trappe<;l electron, On the other hand Tii4+ gives O' a. p0 -l/S, 
2 
the same value as for the case of singly and doubly ionized oxygen 
1 
. 19 
vacancies appearing simultaneously Calling c;r a. P0 - i', the value of 
2 
x reported in the literature ranges from 4 to 626 • In general then, it 
is difficult to establish the defect nature conclusively using this 
approach. 
16 Hurlen pointed out several arguments in favor of the titanium 
interstitial model. If there are N normal Ti sites then there are 2N 
octahedral interstitial sites (at~' 0, ~) and 2N tetrahedral sites. 
The tetrahedral sites may be disregarded because titanium is not known 
to occur with coordination number four. The octahedral sites might 
favor the creation of an interstitial defect in that it is physically 
o3 
larger than the normal titanium site (10.91 vs. 9.89 A), Figure 1 
compares the normal 06 octahedron site with the interstitial 06 octahe-
dron, 
Hurlen's second argument is that continual removal of oxygen should 
result in an orderly progressj.on toward .the next oxide, Ti203 • If this 
' were not so, a drastic structural change must occur when a fourth of 
the oxygen is removed if oxygen vacancies are the only defect. 
Results of investigations of dielectric relaxations.in reduced 
rutile at low temperatures by Dominick and MacCrone39 , 4o are interpreted 
in terms of an O associated with a trivalent substitutional impurity, 
v 
"c" 
f 
Normal Site "'l 
06 octo hedron 
d =·3.959 1 
e=2.52s! 
t = 2. 959 A 03 
Volume = 9.89 A 
"c'' 
Interstitial Site 
06 octghedron 
0 
d = 3.326 A 
0 
e = 3.326 A 
f = 2.959 l 03 
Volume ;: I 0.91 A 
. Figure 1. Comparison of the Normal and Interstitial 06-
0c::.tahedron Sites 
9 
10 
and an interstitial Ti3+ ion associated with two trivalent substitution-
21 
al impurities. Recent stud~es using optical absorption techniques · , 
13 
electrical conductivity techniques , and electron spin resonance 
28 
methods lend additional evidence to an interstitial type defect. 
Thermal Properties 
The thermal properties of rutile have been studied less extensively 
than the electri~al or defect properties. Studies of the specific heat 
32 in stoichiometric rutile by Keesom and Pearlman indicate the specific 
3 heat capacity is proportional to T, as expected, ~t very low tempera-
tures (< 4 °K). A value of 758 °K was obtained for the corresponding 
Debye temperature. In the temperature range from 10 to 20 °K the Debye 
temperature decreased from 650 to 460 °K. Measurements taken on reduced 
33 34 
rutile by Keesom and Pearlman and later by Keesom and Sandin , are in-
terpreted on the basis of a localized donor state feeding a narrow im-
purity band. 35 Recently, however, Sandin and Keesom have decided that · 
the conduction process below 20 °K takes place in a polaron band. 
The thermal conductivity of "pure" rutile has been measured by 
41 42 Ber man, et. al. ,at low temperatu~es and by Kingery, et. al. ,and 
Yoshi da43 at high temperatures. The most recent investigation has been 
per formed by Thurber and Mante36 who studied pure rutile in both the 
"a" and " c" directions. In addition they investigated one pair of 
vacuum-reduced samples and a hydrogen-reduced "a" direction sample. In 
general, the pure samples displayed a typical insulator behavior. A 
maximum occurred near 15 °K with KaT3 at lower t~mperatu~es and K vary-
ing exponentially with temperature in the range 25 to 100 °K. Thurber 
and Mante also measured the See~eck effect on the reduced samples at low 
11 
temperatures and observed a large phonon drag effect.' The thermoelec .... 
tric power of reduced rutile has frequently been measured at high tem-
peratures (e.g. References 4 and 6) but the au.thor is unaware of. any 
other low temperature(< 80 °K) me~surements of this effect in rutile, 
Theory of the Electrqnic Thermoelectric Power of Sem:f_conductc,rs 
S:f_mply stated, the Seebeck effect.is the generat;i.on of a thermo-:-
electric voltage in a cin~uit of. two conductors, the junctions of which 
44 
are at different temperatureEi · • Because thermal em:f' s are additive, 
it is meaningful to talk of an absolute thermoel.ectric power .. of a sub-
stance. In the case of a metal-.semiconductor-metal system the thermo.-
. . 
electric .effects of the.metal are so small·comvared to the.semiconduc .... 
tor, tlwy may be neglected. · Thus the measured thermoelectric power is 
assumed to be a characteristic of the semiconductor. 
The electronic contribution to the thermqelectric power\has been 
derived by many authors (e.g. Tauc4.4) and will not be done here. De-
rived.from the Lorentz-Sommerfeld theory of conduction ;i.i;i metals, the 
electronic contribution for a nondegenerate n .... type.semiconductor is 
given .. as 
liere e is. the electronic charge, .Q is the thermoelectric power, and T 
is the absolute temperature. Ef :i,s the Fermi level measµredfrom the 
, r 
., ; . 
bottom of the conducti.on band. When. the Fe.rmi level lies below the con-:-
due tion . band this ·. term. is negative. AE t is the average energy of the 
transported ele.ctrons relative to the .band edge, or more simply .it is a 
kinetic energy transport term. The magnitude of 6Et is of the order·of. 
12 
kT and is thus usually smaller than Ef. 
The utility of:this;expt'ession depend!:! upon·the ability to deter-
mine Ef and.AEt~ Consider first ·the Ferl!li level, Er Evaluation of 
this quantity from measur:ements of_Hallcoefficient;s·necees:ltates an 
assumption regarding the effective masei · of the carriers,. This in turn 
requires a. knowledge of the electronic .energy band str1,1c·ture of the· 
semiconductor in, question,· To ,date; the exact energy band. structures 
have not been established concl1,1sively for any o:x:ide .semicondt.lcto:r:. 
Th~ee energy band models of ten. discussed· in the literature .. are 
shown.in·Figure-2. These·give·the·sc:hematic forms·o-f: the locus ·in.k-
space of a giyen s;i.ngle value of. energy near the band edge,;. The· heayY 
dots rept'esent the e:x:tremums. The first of th.ese models (A) rel'resents 
the. single valley-many: shee.ted case' where. the ·band edge. is .. a triply de .... 
generate state with wave vector k = O; split s:l.;t.ghtly·by,spin o-rbit 
coupling. The-second case.(B) is that:of a band edge cons:i,sting of a, 
number of states with different wave·vectors, k~ ,', O; and related _sym-
metrically with one anot_her. This is an e:x:ample .of a many valley-single 
sheeted case~ The locus. c,if constant· enE!rgy:,points in, this model con-:-
sists of ,.identical, ellipsoids ce:ntered around· the points· k\l, The model 
most often assumed in;the literature is tl).at depicted·in·c, the single,. 
valley-single sheeted case. 
On the basis of the~e·three·model,.$ it becomes apparent that·each 
model requires a differen; effective mass; since:they involve different 
types of averages over the parameters describing·the multivalued.non-. 
spherical energy surfaces •.. · For example, th.e "density of . statE!s ·effec-
tive mass", m*, in terms of the conventional·mode:t., C; is defined by 
A 
SINGLE VALLEY 
MANY SHEET 
B 
MANY VALLEY 
SINGLE SHEET 
c 
SINGLE VALLEY 
SINGLE SHEET 
Figure 2. Th"t'ee S:j.mple Energy Band Schemes Often Used in 
the Literature 
13 
14 
N(E) = 
Here N(E}dE is the number of levels per unit volume within the range E 
to E + dE and E is the energy of the edge of the conduction band (for 
c 
an n-,..type semiconductor). If, however; each surface of constant E was 
a single ellipsoid, them* ip. the above. equation is a geometric mea:n of 
* the three principle effective masses, m. • Thus, in the case of model . ]. 
B, N(E) is N times as large as for a single ellipsoid and hence m* is 
. \} 
N\IZ/3 times the.geometric mean of the three principle effective masses. 
The point to be. made is that the above· expression. is applic~ble ·. to the 
various.models only as long as the proper effective mass is employed. 
ln the case of model A an additional restriction is required, however, 
* in that the spin-orbit splitting mus.t be « kT or » kT or else .m may 
vary considerably over the thermal range if defined as above. 
From basic semiconductor 13tatistics the density of charge carriers, 
45 
n, is given as 
n = 
00 ! 0 N(E)f(E)dE 
where f(E) is the Fermi function, 
Upon performing the integration, 
for Ef < -~kl, and where 
N = 
c 
One, can now evaluate Ef/1,tT and th1,1s -find -an, expression ·for the-_ elec"':' 
tronic: component of-the t;he1;1lloelectric power. Hence-
and 
where 
Ef 
,,_.:!:. = k.T -ln 
2(2,r m kT)J/~ 
[ . - e 
3 h _n 
= ·-·-.1---[ln _c + 
e · n ·-
3 1 m* ,_ n .,.._-
2 - · m 
c 
* 3/2 (!1_..) ] 
m 
e 
and me is the mass of a,free.elec~ron, This is the usual expression 
fouIJ,d in the literature for_ the el_ectronic. component of Q44 , 46 • 
15 
It is st.ill,necessary, however, to determine the.value of 6E/kT, 
This h~s been done·by.several autho:r;s· (Herring46 ·for example) and their 
results will be .given here. Assuming that-the processes responsiqle 
for scattering the:electrons can.be described by a-relaxation_.time 't ' . e 
acoustic~! mode lattice scattering r ,_::;: -~ while for Conwell-Weiskopf 
ionized impurity scatte:i;ing47 , r = 3/2~ These represent tl:le two extreme. 
values ·of, r and _yield 6E/kT equal to 2 and 4, respectively. Actually --
mixtures of-various scattering tyPes.may yield-different values less 
than 2~ Since the scatter:i,ng mecq.anisms may-vary with te~perature, the 
value. 6Et/kT might be.expected-to do.so also, and·thus introduce an 
16 
error into Qel• In general, however, the kinetic energy transport term 
contributes only a small f:r;action of the total electron~c thermoelec-
tric power in semiconductors, 
A further consideratioQ., often neglected in treating experimental 
results, is that of the effect of various.impurity concentrations. As 
Herring46 points.out, preeent day theories are generally applicable~to 
low concentrations of impurities or to high concentrations of impuri-
ties and carriers. In the former case, the motion of charge carriers 
can be.descr:(.bed by band theory, ·treating the carriers as entities 
moving in regions of a perfectly crystalline material. In the latter 
case one treats the cart"iers as a.degenerate Fepni gas and the impuri-
ties as sources, of scatte:r;ing, It is in the region bet;ween these .two 
extremes that problems are encountered. As the number of impurities 
increases, scattering by impurities becomes.more,important, and conduc-
tion may even occur in an "impurity" band in .addition to the normal. 
conduction process. Present theories cannot treat these effects.satis-
factorily, if at all. For example, one cannot expec;t the effective 
mass previously defined to be applicable to a.carrier in an impurity 
band, Thus, it appears that the parameters normally used in semicon~ 
ductor statistics may require new definitions in these intermedi.ate 
ranges of impurity concentration.· 
Phonon.Contribution ,to the The:i;-moelectric Power 
Measurements on Ge :j'..n the early 1950's showed a very large in-
crease in the thermoelectric power at low temperatures. Frederikse48 
and Herring46 independently explained this phenomenon on the basis of a 
lattice contribution to the thermoelectric power. Qualitatively one can 
see how this effect might arise in a crystalline solid. Consider an 
n~type semiconductor whqse ends are at temperatures T1 and T2, where 
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T2 > T1 • Neglecting any phonon effects, there is a net flow of elec-
trons from the hot end to the cold end. That is, there are more elec-
trons moving from hot .to cold than from cold to hot, If ,one now con-
siders phonons present, there is also a net flow of phonons from the 
hot end to the cold end. This is just what occurs in the thermal con-
duction process due to phonons. In .the presence of a thermal gradient 
the phonon distributions are not isotropic, and the waves travel.pre-
ferentially from hot to cold. 
Because. of this, sc.attering of charge carriers by phonons .is not 
random, but acts in such a.manner as to "push" or "drag" the carriers 
more often.toward the cold end than the hot end. The result is that 
zero current in the semiconductor occ.urs only when the cold end ac~ 
quires enough excess carriers such that the electrostatic £:i,eld created 
by them counterbalances the effects of both this phonon contribution 
and the normal diffusion of carriers from hot to cold, This preferen-
tial scattering of electrons by phonons has come to be known as the 
"phonon drag effect"~ At ordinary temperc;ttures this effect is small due 
to phonon-phonon scattering processes which tend to restore the lattice 
vibrations to randomness, 
A brief outl:i,ne of Frederikse's development of the phonon drag 
effect will now be given to help clarify the nature of this phenomenon, 
Consider a semiconductor under the influence of a temperature gradient 
and an external electric field, F, (both in the .x direction). Equilib-
rium is established through the interaction of phonons and electrons by 
the scattering mechanisms: 
phonon-phonon 
phonon-electron 
phonon-impurity 
phonon-sample.boundary 
electron-impurity 
electron-phonon. 
At equilibrium the phonon and electron distribution functions are re-
spectively given.by 
-1 
N = (ez - 1) 
0 
f = exp (n - E) 
0 
where z = t~, 'hw = phonon energy, E = E/kT, and n = · E/kT. When e:)1:.-
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ternal forces.are present, these distributions differ from their equilib-
rium values and ~re customarily written (see for exampl~ Drabble and 
Goldsmid50), 
+ qx oN 0 N :;:; No+ Nl = N + b(q) - rz-0 kBT 
k of 
-+ x 0 f = f + fl = f + c(k) 0 0 kBT oE 
-+ :r 
with q = phonon wave vector anci.k = electron wave vector~ The Boltz-
mann. equations give the .. steady· state cqnditionf:,: 
(aN) = 
at collision 
-(3N) 
at drift 
(~) = 
at collision 
-(~) 
at drift, 
If the solutions for .N and.f can be obtained, it is thus; possible to 
eyalu~te the heat current density, W, and the electric curren'I: density, 
J, from 
w = J V Efd\_, 
x 
J J 
The thermoelectric power (and electrical and thermal conductivities) 
can then be determinei9• 
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frederikse neglects scattering of phonons by electrons and impuri-
ties and considers phonon-phonon processes to be described by a mean 
free path \>h (q), Scattering of electrons by phonons and electrons by 
ionized impurities are both'treated with mean free paths 1 and 1 . 
ep e1. 
respectively. The complex manipulations will be omitted hete, but with 
these approx:i,.mationsand the Boltzmc:J.nn equations it is possible to 
-+ + 
evaluate the parameters b(q) and c(k) and therefore N and f, 
The resultant.expressions for the electrical and, heat cu:r;rent 
densities are then: 
J = -e tz + K(l)) grad T T x 
where 
K. = c J Ei R. -2! dE l. e aE 
K(j) Ej R, ts ~ af c J e (2mE) = \h 8E c;lE R, T ,\;2 ep 
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c 
s = Velocity of Sound 
and where (!l )-l = (!l )-l + (!l ,)-l for the case that N1 = 0 (b(q)=O). e ep ei 
Writing Jin terms of gradxEf one has, for F = 0, 
J = -K1e gradxE -{e(K2 + K(l)) -eK EF} grad T. 
-F T l,T x 
This can be compared directly With the phenomenological expression for 
J as given by Drabble and Goldsmii 9 : 
J 0 = 
e 
grad EF - oQ grad T. 
Q is the thermoelectric power and o is the electrical conductivity. By 
comparing coefficients the value of Q is found to be: 
Q = 
The, term K/K1 is just.the quantity .1Et·discussed in the.preceding 
section and in fact the first two terms on the right hand side are 
simply the electronic component of, the thermo.electric power. The addi-
tional. term, -K(l) /eK1 is thus the phonon contributio.n to the thermo-
electric power arising when the,latt::lce is not in equiliqrium (N f: N ). 
0 
If lattice scattering is·the dominant mechanism, !l "'!l and 
e ep 
K(l)/K1 is proportional to !l h/!l , whereas if !l ~ !l ,, p ep e ei K(l) /K a 1 
R.h/R. .• The important :l;ea1:ureis thus·the ratio of the phonon mean p . e1. 
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free path tQ the electron mean.free path. The·evaluation of.R.ph' how-. 
ever, is a very.complex problem. Tq.e treatme:nt of phonon interactions 
has received mu~h attention i1;1 regard to thermal .. cond1,1ctivity studies, 
and· some of these interactions ·will be .discussed in the nex.t ·section. · 
46 Herri1;1g approached the_ latt,ice effect on. the th.ermoelectric 
power through the . energy transpo+t by wave.s in . the di:rec tion .of motion 
of the carriers, th~t is by considering the absolute, .Peltier coefficient· 
,r. The th.ermoelectric power is. related to. ,r through the. Kelvin rela-
ti,on, Q = ._,r /T. Herring obtained for . the phonon drag comp.anent · 
2 
-(fs T /µT)'. 
In this-expression f is the.fraci;:ion of·the mome:nt1,1m lost by electrons 
which, is del..ivered . to the. lattice,. s is· .the so.und. velocity, T ·a. phon(:>n 
rel:,axation time,. and:µ is the electron mobility. This result is ana.;.. 
logous to F:i;ederikse's since.µ con'!=ains an electron.relaxation time. 
In order for an electron-phonon interaction to occur, the wave vectors 
of the .. two m1,1st be compara'ble. Thus.• .is interpreted to be an average. 
relaxation time for long wavelength pho.nons · (small. q) ··and· may vary con7" 
-+ 
siderably from'the relaxation time for phonons of high q:considered in 
thermal conductiv:icty studies. 
To obtain an estimate of the temperature depe_ndence of Qph ~ Her-:-
r~ng assumed. µa.T- 312 (acoustical phonon. scattering). ·· In ·addition, for 
. -1 4 -1 3 2 
T << eD, he _assumed T a.'l' q for transverse phenon.modes and T · ~T q for 
longitudinal mc;>des, These relaxa~_ion _times yield Qph ~ T-3 •5 for longi-
22 
. -4 
tudinal. modes· and· Qph.· a. T for transverse modes;, At very· low tempera-
tures, the predominant.scattering of.phonons is due to the boundaries 
f th 1 ' b C ' ' 50 d . 'd d o . e samp e, as given y as1.m1.r an is temperature 1n epen ent. 
In this case Qh a. T~ (boundary scattering). 
. p 
Herring's derivation was.for a cubic system; and an anisotropy in 
Qph would be expected for a tetragonal crystal such as rutile. Gashim-
51 
zade has extended the results to the tetragonal system and pre~icts 
Qph· a. T-3 •5 lnT in the "c" direction and,.Qph a T-3 •5 in an "a'' direction, 
It should also be pointed out that if the .number of carriers. is M,gh, 
they may constitute an important source of phonon scattering. This 
would decrease ,·and therefore Q h• 
. p 
Lattice Thermal·. Conductivity 
The electronic thermal conductivity of.an extrinsic semiconductor 
49 is derived from phenomological theory as· 
= crTL = 
2 
crT (k) (r + 5/2) 
e 
Here.a is the electrical conductivity, L the Lorentz number, and r a 
constant dependent upon the type of scattering mech.anism as. defined 
earlier. To obtain an estimate of the magnitude.of Kel for.rutile, con-
2 -1 0 
sider cr = 10 (ohm~cm) and T =.50 K, These values would correspond 
to highly reduced rutile. Using the maximum value of r as 3/2.(ionized 
impurity scattering) one calculates Kel .::; 1.5 x 10-4 watt/cm .i. °K. 
This number is at least three orders of magnitude smaller than·measured 
values of K for rutile. Hence the electronic contribut;ion to Kin this 
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material is negligible and the lattice thermal conductivity is the dom-
inant mechanism. 
A lack of knowledge of vibration spectra and of anha:pnonic forces 
in crystals; however, preclµdes an exact c?lculation of.the lattice 
thermal conductivity. 52 In 1959 Callaway developed a phenomenological. 
model which has been successf;ul in describing the thermal conductivity 
of several materials~ 
A brief description of Callaway' s model will be given here. He· 
assumes all phonon scattering processes can.be described by frequency 
and temperature depencient relaxation times. In addition, the crystal 
is .assumed elastically isotropic and no distinctton is made between 
longitudinal and transverse phonons. 'the phonon scattering pt'ocesses 
considet'ed include normal three-phonon processes which conserve total· 
crystal momentum, and umklapp.processes, impurity scattel;'ing and bound-
ary scattering, which are all momentum....:de,stroying processes. The momen-
tum-destr:oying processes tend to return the phonon system to an equilib-
rium Bose-Einstein distribution. 
Specifically, the relaxation time for boundary scattering, TB' is 
independent of temperature and described by 1/c, c is the sound 
velocity and 1 is a length 
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cording to Holland. 1 = 
depending upon the.sample dif!lensions. Ac-
k: 1.12 . (1112) 2 where 1112 is the sample cross 
section. The relaxation time for impurity or isotope scattering is 
54 4 -1 
assumed .. to have the form given by Klemens , T = (Aw ) where A is a i 
constant proportional to the number of impuri1:ies per unit volume and 
w is the angular frequency. This will be discussed in.more detail in 
Chapter V. Normal processes and umklapp processes are described re-
spectivel:r by 
,: = 
.U 
-1 2 3 · · 
= · · (B2w T ) 
In the last expression e is the Debye temperature and.!. is a constant 
characteristic of the vibrational spectru~ of the material, The com-
bined relaxation t:lme is then i:"'"1 = ,::8-l + '\-l + 'tN-l + ,:u-l' 
Callaway obta.in~d ai;i approximat~ solution.to-the Boltzmann·equa-
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tion in terms of·. this relaxation time. At lower temperature~ he found 
the not'JD.al processes may be ~eglected, and in this case the thermal 
conductivity may.be expressed as 
k 
= -r 
2,r c 
·kt 3//T .4 x ('"-h. ) .,:T (x,T) x e 
o (ex - 1)2 
wh - t.w ere x = kT . -rT is the relaxation time just given, but without the 
normal processes term. 
CHAPTER IU 
EXP:ERlMEN'rAL DETAILS 
Introduction 
ExperimeIJ.tal·meas1;1re~nts were taken·only on·single·c.ryst:als. A 
200 carat rutile single:crystal was purqhased from the National Lead 
CompaQ.y, Th~s boule was g;i:-own by a Verneuil flame fusion tec.l'lnique and 
had,a pale yellowish appearance, A qualitative spectrochemic.$.lanalysis 
performed by tlle Jai;rell-Ash, Company revealed fore:J_gn impurities of less 
than one ppm for Al, Si, Fe, Ni, and Ag, and les~ than 10 pp~ of Cu. 
'l;he axis of.the cylindrically $haped boule was approximately in the "c" 
direction. An x-ray diffraction pattern made in t;his labo1;atory re-
O i 
vealed the "c" direction was about 8 off.the bouie 1;1xis. 
All specimens µsed in this study.were cut f;roni. the boule with the 
use of a diam~nd saw and string saw. In some instances a lapping 
machine was used.to remove.irregularities left by the cutting opera-
tions. lypic.al dimensions of samples whose length was parallel to the 
"c" direction (PA series) were 1.8 .x 2.3 x 18 mm3, while samples whose, 
length was perpendicul,ax- to the "c" direction (PE sE:,ries) w~re 1.8 x 2.3 
x 14 mm.3. The difference in length. was due to . the in:l.tial diamete.r of 
the starting boule, Samples having any visible flaws wer1;a not used in 
the measurements, 
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Reduction Procedure 
Dimensio;ts of ·all. specimens were recorded and placed ·in .. separately 
marked vials. :aefore the vacuum reduction process, samples were cleaned 
with <;lcid, organic solvents and distilled water and placed into a quartz 
capsule (pig). The specimen and pig were thenwe;l..~hed seph.rately or 
together on a Mettler .MS microbalaneewith a sensitivity of± 2 micro-
grams. The reproducibility on thisbal,atic;:e, however, was about.± 5 
micrograms. A;~ter weighing, the sample and pig were placed into a 
quartz tube and attaehed to.the h;l.gh vacuum system (Figure 3). The 
vacuum.system itself consisted of a.glass diffusion pump backed by a 
Welch Model 1405 roughing pump. A cold, trap using .either dry ice - ace-, 
tone o:r LN'2 was located.between the spec:j.men·and the diffusion pump,· 
The quartz tube was then evacuated to a pressur.e of 10""5 to 10-6 torr. 
Pressures.were measurecl with ,a Veeco RG"."75 ion:i,zation gllagetogether 
with an RG-31A controller. A H;oskins FH303A tube furnace was used to 
heat the sample. Afte1; the furnace.had reached the desired operating 
temperature, it was inserted over the quartz tube so that; the• i;pec1imen 
was located at the midpoint of the furnace. A Pt:Pt ... 10% Rh thermocouple, 
positioned /:!.S shown.in Figure.3, monitored the temperature. This ther-
mocouple was referenced.to room temperature, and the.emf was measured 
with a Leeds and, Northrup K-3 potent;i.ometer. Readings.· of pressure, 
tet11perature and time were recorded periodically throughout the day.· 
L;i.ne voltage fluctuations between morning and evening hours resulte.d in 
0 tempei;ature fluc;:tllations of 20 to 25 C. For this reason th.e t'eduction 
temperl:!,tu·res listed for the various samplei; are necessarily average 
va!ues. 
After the desired time.had elapsed the furl},ac;:e was wilthdrawn from 
Veeco RG75 
Ionization Guage 
l 
Radiation Shield 
Hoskins FH303A Furnace 
.Sample 
J-!. c ,,. n ~ 7 • To ' I' ? l High vacuum ,....._,.;; .--, , , System 
Si Ii cone 
Vacuum Grease 
Quartz Pig 
Pt: Pt- 10°/o Rh 
Thermocouple 
2 Hole Alumina 
Copil1ory · 
Figure 3~ Vacuum Reduction System 
f 
N 
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the qu&rtz.tube and the sample·allowed to cool. Thethermocouple was 
left in place to determine the cooling rate. Typically the temperatt.1re 
fell to less than 100 °c in 2 or 3 minutes, resulting in. fairly rapid . 
quenching of.the sample. When room temperature.had been achieved the 
quartz rod was removed from the vacuum system .. and the sample. and pig 
reweighed to determine any weight loss. Because weight losses were 
always small; extreme caution had.to be.exercised in handling the speci-, 
mens, to prevent any c;l:i.rt or moisture (from breat4) from cqntacting them 
and. introducing errors. Even with rel:li;rnnable. predautions it is felt the 
weight·loss measurements are probably not.very.accurate.although t4ere 
is reasonable consistency as will be shown in Chapter.IV. 
Method of Attaching Leads to Samples 
A necessary.requirement in performing dependable measurements is a 
reliable means of.affixing leads to the sample. Foor contacts result in 
spurious data. The following method: was. developed by trial aI).d error 
and. usually resulted in good contacts. ·. For resistivity or· Hall measure-
ments 0.010 inch.slits were cut.into the sample with a string saw to 
approximately the same depth. In some cases anult;rasonic drill was· 
used to drill 0.010 inch diameter holes into the sample, A 0,040 inch 
diameter solder tip was filed to a knife edge and tinned with indium or 
indium-10% silver solder. Indium contacts were then applied to the· 
clean samples by abrading the inside edgesof the slits (or holes) with 
the knife edge. Apparently the surface of reduced rutile reo:x;id:i,zes 
rapidly, and it is necessary to penetrate this oxidized layer to pro-
vide good cc,>ntact. When applied in this manner the indi~m readily ad-
hered to the rutile, whereas it would.not wit;hout·the abrading. Similar 
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contacts were made on the ends qf the specimens. 
Any dirt .oi- solder flwt · on the solder· tip resulte.d in poor contacti;;, 
so·it,was necessary to keep the tip clean anc;l.use it only for making 
contacts. These.contacts.seemed·to deteriorate with age·so.before·each· 
new. type of . measurement the old. con tac ts were .. removed (by scraping and 
acid) and new ones attached~ 
Room Temperature to LN2 Sample Ho.lder 
Measure~ents of resistivity and thermoelectric power from room tem-
perature to liquid nitrogen temperatures were made ue;ing·the apparatus 
depicted.in Figures 4 and 5. Essentially, the main requirements are a 
sampie holder with a high leakage·resist~nce, a sure way of clamping 
the sample, and.· a means of . varying the tel(lperature. In the sample. 
holder shown,in Figure 4~ the sample is cl-amped between two br~ss plugs 
which act as heat sinks. The bottom plug is spring loaded to securely 
clamp the sample in place, and is also insulated electrically (and 
thermally) from other. components with a teflon sleeve~ .· Calibrated 
copper-constantan thermocouples are soldered with indium to the sample. 
ends of these plugs. As previously noted, the ends of.the sample are 
also tinned with indium, th~s providing a good thermal contact between 
the thermocouples and the specimen. For four-probe resistivity measure-
ments.the potential probes from the sample.are soldered to. the.terminal 
strip adjacent;: to the specimen. Number 40 copper wires were used for 
these leads. The copper leads of the thermocouples were,used.as cur-
rent leads during resistivity measurements,and as Seel;>eck. voltage·leads 
for thermoelectric.power measurements. Ambient temperature changes:were. 
accomplished.by allowing the entire apparatus to warm·up from, (or cool 
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1
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~~...._ ___ Sample 
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Figure 4. Liquid Nitrogen to Room Temperature Sample Holder 
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down to) liquid nitrogen.temperature. - The warming rat:e·and·the.t:empera-. 
ture.gradient:_across the sample could-be·alterec;l by use of,the heate;, 
Th~· lower thermocol,lple anc;l wi-.res to ._ the terminal· strip -were well 
insulated .. electrically from. ground •. ·All leads. passed out, through. the 
center.tube! A vacuum seal.was made on the upper.end·of ·this tube (not 
sl:!.own) by use of Torr Seal epoxy. 
During thermoelectric power measurements the upper enµ of the 
sample.was always at $round pot~ntial -(Figur~ 5). Denoting the temper-
ature of the upper end,of the sample as Tu, the lower end.as T1 ~ and. the. 
Seebeck voltage as Vs' data was taken in the o-rder: Tu' T1 ~ Vs, T1 , Tu. 
On every other reading this procec;lure,was reversed, that.is: T1 , Tu' 
V , T , . T1. • The, reason for this. is that __ the measurement of . the thermo. - , S U- -
....... electric: power is dynamic, in the sense thet the t:emperai:ure. is changing. 
Usual+y this·temperature change was slow anc;l the;change·in,one of the. 
ther!ll0couple.outp1.,1ts, say T11 , during a reaq.ing was nfagligibly small., 
During t;'esistivity measurements, the.sample ground,was alterQ.ately 
changed from one end to the.other, deeending on the_dil;'ection of current 
flow. In these measurements· the Keithl,ey 610B el:,.ect:rometer case· was 
used as.ground. Temperature measuremen~s were made with zero·current: 
in the specimen since this could generate undesirable effects~ 
·Low Temperature Thermoelectric Power 
and Ther,mal Cond~ctivity Apparatus 
the·apparatus used to measu~e the low.temperature thermqelectric 
power and thei;malconductivity is-shown in Figures,6 and·7~ In this 
temperature range,the temperature-differential across.the sample must 
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necessarily be small and hence a measu1;ement technique using.two ther-
mocouples is n<>t satisfactory; Thus the appara1:us depict;ed here uses 
a .. differential therJUocouple, in a modified Goldsmid-type~9 the~al,,con.-, 
ductivity sample holder.· Because it is desirable to.inaintainther~l 
equilibriuD1·a t170-can type system is·used. The ambient te'!llperature-of 
the sample can be controlied by.the a~bient heater wound around the.heat. 
sink to which the.sample ie clamped, and alsc;> by the press'l;l,:e sul.'round-
ing the inner can. Th,e inner can itsel.f, is ce>iinected to a: high vacu~ 
system. Additional t~perature.contt'ol is achieved by a:J_lowing vert;L-
cal moveD1ent.of the inner cax,,.• Thus with the inner·can <rompletely 
down, good,thermal contact is.made.between it and:the outer can and 
hence the coolant·(liquid heliUI11), . In the max:µnum,up position, .a b;raes 
pin proyided a controlled .heat leak .. between the inner atld · outer cans. 
In,the center posit:1.on, as shown in Figure 6 1 the qeat flow between t:he 
cans was by conduction through_the gas separat:i.tlg th~m. With t~is 
a,:rangemept it.was possible to increase the temperature of the sample 
up to about 30 °Kand then, cool it .back down to liquid helium tempera-
tures. 
A temperature gradient across.the sample was achieved.by winding 
a heater directly on it:, using consti:,.ntan wire ,of 0,14 ·mm dia:met:er, 
Constant:an was used because of its low temperature,coefficient 0£ re-. 
sistan,ce~ In any measurement at lqw temperatur~s it.is i:mportari.t that: 
all leads are·thermally tempered. This was achieved by tight wrapping 
of the wires around the.heat sink. These wires t~en passed tqrough the 
phenolic standoffs (see Figure 6) and·on to t~e sample. 
The sample itself .. is clamped directly to·. the heat sink. Good. 
the~l contact is maintained at.this point by tinning all mating sur-
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;faces with indium or an indium alloy. Between the specimenand·the 
clamp a piece of brass foil was inserted. Soldered to this foil with 
indium was the thermocouple used to.measure sample temperature, one end 
of the differential thermo~ouple, and a Seebeck voltage lead, The use 
of the foil provides for easier mounting of the sample since it does 
away with another contact.on the sample, but probably lessens accuracy. 
The temperature of the upper end of the specimen was measured with 
a Au+ 2.1 at.% Co vers1.1,s normal silver thermocouple. A Au+ 0.02 at. 
% Fe versus normal silver thermocouple was also provided since this 
system has a slightly higher thermoelectric power than gold-cobalt at 
very low temperatures, but this thermocouple was never calibrated. 
On the low resistivity samples it was necessary to provide a means 
of electrically insulating the lower end of the differential thermo-
couple from the sample while still providing good thermal contact. 
Three separate techniques were used and these are shown in Figure 8. 
The first o:f these (A) used a brass clamp. Contact to the sample was 
made through indium applied to the specimen and to the inside knife 
edges of the clamp. Soldered on the back of the clamp was a piece of 
pure rut:j.le (unreduced). The differential thermocouple was then sol ... 
dered to the opposite side of this. At low temperatures pure rutile 
is a very good, electrical insulator and heat conductor,· The main dif-
ficulty with this clamp arose from the different coefficients of e~pan-
sion of rutile and brass. Thus the cooling process sometimes resulted 
in the clamp pulling away from the sample and causing poor.thermal con-
tact between them. 
The second method·(B) eliminated this problem in. that.the nylon 
screws contracted more than the rutile and.caused the clamp to become 
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Figure 8. Three Techniques for Attaching Contacts 
to the Specimen· 
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tighter at low temperatures. Teflon tape was used between.the foil and 
the clamp and this sometimes caused poor thermal contacts, however. 
The last method shown in Figure 8 (C) involved soldering a small sliver 
of pure rutile directly to.the sample and then soldering the differen-
tial thermocouple to the opposite end. This technique gave the most 
reproducible results and was most commonly used in this study. 
ThediffE!rential thermocouple output was read with either a Honey-
well 2779 potentiometer or with a Keithley 149 microvoltmeter. The 
thermocouple numberec;J. 5-6 in Figure 7 was used to determine the feasi.,.. 
bility of employing a two-thermocouple type of measurement at low tern-
peratur.es. This method proved to be unreliable and this thermocouple 
was n.o longer used. A battery-operated Keithley 602 electrometer was 
used to measure the Seebeck voltage on the high resistance samples (in-
put resistance::: 1014 ohms). On low resistance.samples the Seebeck vol.,.. 
tage could be measured.either with the Keithley 602 or with the K-3 
potentiometer across leads 3 and.5. The K-3 was also used to measure 
the gradient-heater applied voltage. 
Measurements procedures and sources.of error in thb and the pre-
ced;i.ng apparatus are discussed in Chapter IV~ 
Resistivity and Hall Effect Apparatus 
Resistivity measurements on the high resistance samples were made 
with the circuit depicted inFigure 9, Hall.measurements were also 
made w;i.th thil;; apparatus. The sample holder itself (not shown) consist""7 
ed of a copper plate to which thin glass slides were attached with 
General Electric 7031 varnish.· Two specimens were then fastened in the 
same manner to the glass sl;i.des (one on each side.of·the.copper.plate). 
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A Au+ 2.1 at.% Co versus normal silver.thermocouple.was imbedded with-
in the copper plate and a phenolic terminal strip attached to the side 
received the Hal:J_ and resistivity leads from the samples. Leads were 
attached to the samples in the manner depicted at·. the top left of Fig-
ure 9. 
The potentiometers.shown in Figure 9 were constructed in this lab-
oratory using precieion components and are similar in design to those 
55 
of Fischer, Greig, and Mooser • Appendi;x ~B .contains the circuit 
diagrams and parts lists for the three potentiometers. 
Essentially the Keithley 200B electrometeis act as impedance 
14 
matching devices (input t;'esistance ~ 10 · ohms). For resistivity meas-
urements only potentiometer A and the calibrated potentiometer are 
needed. Supposei for example, that the Shallcross 4E switch is set.to 
connect resistivity leads 1 and 2 to the elect:rometers E1 .and E2• The 
current flowing through the sample is measured with the Keithley 610 
electrometer. E1 is then brought to zero by adjustment of potentiometer 
A. With .switch Sin position 1, electrometer E2 is then balanced using 
the calibrated potentiometer, which gives a direct reading of the volt-
age drop across the potential leads. 
J;>otentiometer .Bis only used during Hall measurements and facili-
tates the elimination of errors which might arise from misalignment of 
the Hall probes. In these measurements the Shallcross 4E switch.is 
used to connect a pair of Hall·probes (say 1 and 4) to the electrometers. 
A current is then passed thrqugh the sample and.the magnetic field. 
applied. With switch Sin position 2, E1 and E2 are adjusted to zero 
using potentiometers A.and B respectively, The magnetic.field is then 
rever$ed and E1 again brought. to zero using potentiometer A, leaving 
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potentiom,eter B unchanged~. With switch S in position 3, E2 is next 
balanced with the calibrated potentiometer, which reads out twice the 
Ha.ll voltage~ This procedure eliminates misalignment. erro:i;-s but cannot 
correct fot errors arising from ther-.nal gradient;s in.the sample. These 
necessitate·repeating the measurements with reversed-current; flow.· The 
cutrent flQw is reversed :l.n,the sample by UliJe of _the Sh,allcross 2 series. 
switch located in the switching box. In addition, each potentiometer 
has polarity reversing swit.ch.es a~ shown in Figure 9. 
This apparatus worked well except that it required isothermal·con-
ditions for accul:'a~eHall.~ta, a requirement sometimes difficult to 
fulfill. At the time Hall measy.rements were made a magnet providing 
large fields was not available, and most,data was thus taken.using a 
permanent; magnet with a field strength of 1.12 gauss, a gap of about 3 
inches, and with flat; 2" diam,eter pole pieces. 
CHAFTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Reduction Parameters 
This chapter is divid,ed into several.main sections~ including 
sample reduction paramete~s, electrical.measurement ·results, and lastly 
the thermoelectric power and thermal conductivity res1;1lts. The reduc.,. 
tion of the sample was.performed in the apparatus described earlier. 
During preliminary studies it was found th~t the reducti9n procese at 
< 700 °C·in a vacllumwas·very slow.' For thi1:1 reason samples were re":" 
duced at.three higher temperatures, namely, 850 °c, 950 °c, and 1050 
0 
C; the latter temperature being the maximum operating temperature.of 
the furnace~ At thesetemperat1,1res treatments varied as to the length 
of time of t;he,process. These treatment times were 3 hrs, 9 hrs, 72 
hrs, and 185 hr1:1, w:i,.t'b eome other samples reduced.different; lengths ,of 
time. 
The color of the.specimens changes.during the reduction process 
to a.shade of blue. The degree of coloration depends on the state of. 
reduction. Heavily reduced samples (e.g. -eA 12) are very.dark blue and 
are·opaque, Table I lists.the samples in order of increasing blueness 
as d.e~ermined visually, together with the reduction parameters and 
sample dimensions. As mentioned earlier, temperature variaUons.oc-
curred in samples treated for> 24 ht;s due to in-house.line voltage· 
flµctuations. The numbers given, then, are averaged values, weighted 
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TABLE I 
SAMPLE DIMENSIONS AND REDUCTION PARAMETERS 
Dimensi-ons {cm) Reduction Process 
Sample+ w T L 0 Temp ( C} . Pres.sure {Torr) Time {Hrs) 
PA 5 
PA 4 
PA 7 
PA 11 
PA -8. 
PA 2 
PAlO 
PA 1 
PA 6 
PA 3 
PA 9 
PA 12 
PE 12 
PA 13 
0.234 
0.237 
0.243 
0.234 
0.239 
0-.239 
0.238 
0.256 
0.237 
a0.126 
0.235 
0.235 
0.235 
0.236 
0 .. 232 
0.173 
0.194 
0.182 
0.183 
0.188 
0.186 
0.188 
0.235 
0.183 
0.183 
0.161 
0.118 
0.178 
0.179 
0.188 
1. 754 
1.795 
1.787 
1.804 
1.798 
1. 792 
1.790 
1. 753 · 
1.800 
1.800 
1.807 
l. 769 
1,790 
1.424 
1.803 
852 
850 
846 
948 
842 
827 
950 
1078 
1066 
1045 
1168 
1047 
1039 
1047 
3.4 x 10-4 
. . . ·-4 4.0x,10 
-6 6.8 x 10 
-6 4.0 x 10 
-6 5.8 X·lO 
-5 1.6 x 10 
-6 3.4 x 10 
-5 2.0 x 10 
1. 9 x 10-5 
-6 6.9 x 10 
-5 2.8 x 10 
3.8 x 10"'"'6 
2.3 x 10 ... 6 
2.3 x 10-6 
JPA specimens are. those having L parallel to the "c" axis, PE specimens have L ..L C • 
. Results iri error due to weight loss in quartz capsule. 
aAfter cutting to.decrease.cross-section from 0~0433 to 0.023 cm2• 
18 
42 
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72 
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72 
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185.5 
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* 
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* 
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with time.whenever possible .. The pressute,data shows that better vac-
qums were obtai:ned·when long reduction times were used. This is a re ... 
sult,of outgassing with ,the vacuum system. Converting these nuinbe;s 
... 9 
to a pat'tial pressure of oxygen,. P0 ~ . lO ., atm. T;i.tne was ineasured 
2 
from the moment the furnace was placed ovei;-the qual;'tz tube, even 
thoug\:l it took about .. 10 ·l1linutes. for · the system .. temperature· to· recover. 
to -within.10% of, the ,desired value.: Conceivably. this· could aUect sam-. 
ples treated for short time$ (S 3 hrs), but is negligible in specimens. 
treated for long till\es (> 24 ht's). 
The-n1,1111ber x li1;1ted in Table.r·is determined from the weight·lo1;1s 
measute1I1-ents and is an indication of the amount of:dev.tation fro'l,11 stoi-
cll.iometry resulting from the various treatments, Assuming the_ materiaJ,. 
I 
is originally stoichiol1let1:ic al\d tha_t · on+y o~ygeiis are .. removed in the : 
reduction process, x is.evaluatec:l as follows, 
. If W il!I · .. tn.e sample weight, .then the nµmber of T:f.02 molecules, NT, 
is given by ~T =.WL/A(Ti02), where.Lis Av.,agadro's numbei- a:nd A(Ti02) 
is the mo;l.ecular. weight of ru_tile (:,;, 79.8998 p)_. Now if only oxygen 
atoms are liberated in.the treatment, and the weight loss is AW, then 
~ .. 
the ntmber of oxygens rell\Qved, N0, i~ N0 = AWL/A(O), where. A(O) is the 
atomic weight of ··oxygen_ (= 15., 9994 gm). In. the· starting ma.terial there. 
were. 2NT a~oms. of o~ygen~ whereas. after the . treatment there a-r;e 2NT _. -
~0 atoms.of o~ygen.remaining, Denoting the composition.of-the nonstoi"'.'· 
chiometri_c_ materia1 as Ti02 ... ~, the value of x is then given by 
AW 
x = = ,..._ w 
Molecular wt, of Ti02 
Atomic ·wt. of O 
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or ~ ""' 4.994 ~ ;\ 
For the samples listed in.Table I that are mai-ked with an aster-. 
isk, the weight loss.was not accurately.~etermined. This resulted from 
an unmeasured weight loss :f,.n the quartz pig which was weighed together, 
with the sample. Thus, the weight losses for these samples actually 
represented a total weight loss for the spe~imen,and th~ quartz capsule. 
The other values are es.timated to be accurate to within :!: 50%, the main 
1;1ource of error existing within the microbalance •. 
Because the samples are quenched quite rapidly from the. treatment 
temperature back to room temperature, it is assumed in lat.er discus-
sions that the. atomic defects are "fre>zen'' into the specimens. Thus 
the.defect concentration after quenching is assumed to be the sameas 
the initial high temperature concentration of defects. At room temper-
ature the$e "frozen.;...in'' defects actu~lly repJ;"esent a non'.""equilibrium 
situat;Lon, and changes in concentration with time might be anticipated. 
Resist;i.'vity measure~nts on some of the samples over a period of one 
and one half years do not indicate any change, however, at least·with-
in the experimental error of the room. temperatµre resistivity measure-
ments {< :!: 5%). 
Electrical Measurement Results 
Theelectrical resistivity results for some,of the samples are 
shown in Figures 10 and 11. All measurements above ~iquid nitrogen 
temperatures were made.using a four-probe technique as described ear-
lier.· All four ... probe measurements were carried out at a measurecl pres-
-3 
sure of approximately 10 · torr. lnthe LN2 to room, temperatQ,re appar-
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atus, measurements could not be .made under isothermal conditions since·· 
. ' • . • ' . I 
a temperature· gradient always exist.ed · across the sample. To correct 
for this.ei;ror, data were taken first·with tl).e current flowing in one 
direction and the~ the.current was reversed through the:sample and data 
were again taken~ The actual value of the resistivity was taken to be 
the average: of these two values. When taken in .. this· fashion the data 
were independent of the size of.the thermal·gradient in,the sample and 
we;e very.:reproduc:i,.ble~ The et'ror in these.measurements.is estimated 
to be<± 5%, the.largeet source of error arising from the inability to 
accuJ;"ately determine the distance between.the potential .probes, L. 
At temperatures below LN2, measurements.were.madeusing either 
four-probe (PA 7, PA 8, PE 12, PA 3, and PA 12) or two-probe (PA 10, 
PA 6) techniques. In,the latter case·the data were taken while .measur-
ing the thei;-moelectric power, except no temperat:uregradient.existed 
. -~~pin the .. sample. Two-probe. measurement results were reproducible· 
at low temperatures when the resistivity was high, but at higher tem~ 
peratures when the resistivity was <.103 ohm-cm, contact resistance~ 
·gave erroneous,reaul.ts. In·the low resistance samples the contc;1,ct t'e-
sistance t'anged.from.25 to 50 times the sample:resistance near LN2 tem-
:peratu:res. 
The re~aining low temper~ture resistivity data.were,taken with 
the four~probe·apparatus discussed at·the end.of the last chapter~ In 
this system it was againpossible to reverse.the current dii;-ection in 
the sample. Because the sample tel!lperature was changing during these. 
measurements. (about 1 °K/minute) the results could be·in.some.error,· 
especially in the regions .. of rapid resistivity change. Finally, the 
nearly.;.zero slope,portions, of the resistivity curves for samples PA 8 
49 
and PA.. 10 are probably somewhat more in. error sinc.e the measured sample 
12 
resistances in.these cases (- 10· ohms) are·nearing the electrometer 
input res:tstance 14 (.,. 10 ohms).· Even. more. important may. be the fact 
that an accurate sample ho:J_der leakageresistance is not known, but 
probably it is of the.same.order as the specimen resista.nce~ However, 
comparable results (PA 8 and PA 10) were obtained in.two different. 
sample hol4ers. 
Figure 11 illustrates a very pronounced.change in,the resistivity 
with the reduction process. In parti.cular it is informative to look 
at samples treated at about.the same·pressure and for the same.length 
of time, but heated at different temperatures. For example, samples. 
-6 PA 7, PA 10 and PA 3 were treated 72 hours at 4 to 7 x 10 torr, but 
at temperatures of 846, 950, and 104.5 °c, respectively. Figure 11 or 
. 12 shows the striking difference in behavior between these samples. · 
The resistivities of PA 7 and PA 10 are monotonically increasing with 
decreasing temperature whereas for PA 3 the. resistivity actually de-
o 
creases gradually to·a minimum·near 35 K·and theQ. increases expone:i;i- · 
tially with'inverse'T. 
To ascertain whether this behavior might ill part be.attributable 
to a lack of equilibration of the defects in the lower.treatment tern-
perature samples, specimens PA 8 and.PA 12 were.treated fat 185 hours 
at temperatures of 842 and 1047 °c respectively. These two.samples, 
however, still display the marked difference in behavior.· The room 
temperature resistivity of sample PA 12 was a factor of 2.3 less than 
that of.PA 3. To determine ;if the defect concentration produced by 
the reduction process.had equilibrated, sample PA 13 was treated for: 
352 houre (14.5 daye) undel:'.apptoximately the.ea.me.conditions ae PA 12. 
5Gl 
Theroom temperature resi1;1tivity of this sample decreased.by 13% from 
the .185 hour sample. Using the resistivity as an ind:i;catpr of·. the re-
ductio-q. stat!!; it appears that much longer,ti~es are necessary to 
achi.eve thermodynamie equilibrium than, has been previc;,usly thought12 • 
. . -
Becaue.e rutile has:a tetragonal structure, one:would expect an 
anisotropy in ~he. resistivities for samples cut with the. length paral"".' 
lel to an ''a" direction and a "c'' direction. · Figure 12 shows the 
ratio p /Pc. for samples PE .12 a:nd PA 12, two samples treat;:ed under, the 
same conditions. Curves,of this·type have·meaning if both sa:mples have 
:i.dE!ntical defect co-ncentrations. Unfortunately this is probal,,ly never. 
the case even for samples treated simu~taneously;·s:f,nce·the diffusion 
consta:nt for oxygen,, in rut.ile ,is kno'(ffl to differ in the "a'.' and ."c'·' 
d;l.rections56 • Of,interest, however, is the.maximum in P/Pc_occurring 
0 
near 100 K a1;1d the.· trend· toward· a . canst.ant, value at lc;,wer. temperatures. 
To determine some,otheJ: pertinent pal;'ameters concerning the con-:-
duction process in these samples, Hall·measurements we;e performed on 
samples PA 3 and PA, 6. · ExJ>erimental ·determination of the Hall voltage; .. 
·· VH~ aJ . .;J.ows calculation of the Hall coefficient, ~' according to tq.e 
expression 
where T is the sample thickness .. in cm, I· the sample current · i1;1 .• amperes, 
and· B. tlie applied mag_netic field in gauss. For a tetragonal crystal 
there are. three ·(different) Hall. coeff ;i.cients ~ depending on. the otien-
1;:ation of I and B with respect to the crystal "a" and "c" directions~ 
If ti lei II then BIJa, but if ti lal II then B can be.parallel ,to "a'.' .2!. 
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parallel to "c". . In · th:.is ·work· only· LI ·I e (PA· series) · samples were. 
studied, hence Bl la~ From·measured_values of 1n, ·the charge carrier 
concentration, n, can·be calculated from 
52 
where G(Ef) is a function of· the Fermi level an<;i varies ·-fx-om 8/3'IT for a 
degenerate material . (say a metal) ··to· i ·for· non<legenerate speciinens. 
· Reduced rutile·has never been observed to be degenerate; Measurements, 
of the Hall cc;>efficient .. and resistivity enable one to determine the 
Hall- mobility since·a = 1/p = neµH. 
Results of measurements on. sample' FA· .3 ·are·. shown·· in Figures 13 and· 
14. · Th~se results. are· similar· to· those· ob~ained ·by· Becker and Hosler12 
on vacuUlll-reducec:J samples. · · The· carrier· concentration.· results in th;i.s 
temperature range' can·be fitted· by· two·· Boltzmann· teX'lUs · suggesting two 
sources of conduction electrons,· ·The:niobility :i:iesults reveal that the 
2 
room· temperature value is s · 1 cm· /vo;t.t-sec:, .. a value· small compared to 
semiconductors suchas germanium or silicon. '.Chete:mpet'ature depend~ 
ence of the mobility·in:the range 50·to:lOO °K is proportional to T-2 •5 , 
a d,ependence unexplained·by:stmple exi-3ting theories,· For example, 
. . -1.5 
acoustical phonon scattering yields·µaT ···whereas ionized impurity 
i i ~+1.5 scatter ng g ves µa..,. · • 
Thermoelectric Power 
Measurements·of the·Seebeekeffect wel;'e made·using·the two dif-
ferent systems desctibed earlier~··· All data being taken ·at a measured 
.... 3 pressure of app-roximately 10 ·. · tor:i:-. The absolute·· value of Q is . deter-
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mined from the expression 
Q lim AV s 
= 6T--.. 0 7iT'° 
where AV is the,Seebeck voltage·developed ac~oss the specimen. At 
s 
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high temperatures the magnitude of AT ranged from 2 to 20 °K with lit-
tle effect on the value of Q. Comparison of data t$1<.en with the sample 
cooling and warming indicates any error resulting from the dynamic 
nature of the measurement is small. Above liquid nitrogen temperatures 
the data·were t"eproducible to.within± 5%. The·two copper-constantan 
thermocouples had nearly equal thermoelectric powers over the entire 
temperature range and so the Seebeck coefficient could be calculated 
from 
Q = v a(T)c c . t I (v1 - v .. h s · u- ons. u 
where v1 is the average value·of the lower thermocouple emf, V is the . . . u 
average value of the upper thermocouple emf, and ac -C tis the ther-
. u ons. 
moelectric power of.the copper-consta?ltan system. Using conventional 
sign notation for the theJ;moelectric power, the value of Q was always 
negative indicating conduction was by electrons. 
Measurements at low temperatures were more difficult due to the 
problems in clamping the differential thermocouple to. the specimen as 
previously noted. Typical values of AT in this apparatus were 0.2 to 
0.8 °Kat 10 °Kand 0.4 to 1.5 °Kat 20 °K. Attaching the differential 
thermocouple thermally to the.sample with the "pure" rutile sliver gave 
the best results. 
At low temperatures, with zero gradient~heater input, the differ-
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ential theJ:"mocouple displayed an emf of about 1.8 µV nearly independent 
of temperature! It was determined that this value was due to inhomo-
genities in the wires, and possibly to contact pote~tials in the ex-
terior circuit. Contact potentials were estimated to be less than 
± 0 • .5 µV, ,however. ln'add:;Ltion to this corre~,~n!. heat: conduction 
through the system to the sample tended to create a gradient across 
the sample with the upper end the warmer. The magnitude of this effect 
ranged from zero to.aboqt l µV. To correct for these errors.the dif-
ferential thermocouple output was determined as a function of tempera-
ture, with zero gradient-heater input, during each run. The,necessary 
corrections were then made in the theJ:"mocouple output when the gradient-
heater was on and a temperature gradient existed across the sample. 
These corrections variep little from run to run and, in.fact, a large 
deviation from the normal values usually indicated a poor thermal con-
tact hetween the differential thermocouple and the sample. The impor-
tance of the correction can be seen in the following example. At 20 °K, 
a one-degree temperature gradient corresponds to 20 µV, and if the cor-. 
rection were 2 µV, failure to take it into account would result in a 
10% error. (The correction at 20 °K was never this big, however.) At 
5 °K the situation is worse, because a smaller gradient is required, 
0 0 
say 0.25 K, which corresponds to about 4 µV. Thus at 5 K failure to 
make the 2 µV correction (typical) causes a 100% error. Obviously the 
larger the thel;lllal gradient can be, the less effect the correction has. 
The temperature of the midpoint of.the sample was found by sub-
tracting half the differential thermocouple output from the emf of the 
thermocouple attached to the upper end of the specimen. Taking all 
factors into account, including the observed scatter in the experimental 
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0 points, it is felt that: the values of Q measured below 10 Kare accu-
rate·to.± 20%, while above.this temperature, accuracy is probably 
better than± 10%. Thepnal equilibrium of the specimen could not be 
0 
achieved in the range from 25 to about 60 K, and becc:1use.of this the 
measurements are dynamic in nature. The excellent agreement of the 
data· taken in the . two different .. thermoel~ctric power systems, however, 
suggest any error arising from this effect is small~ The gradual 
warming of the specimens can be expected to introduce a.larger eri;-or in 
thermal conductivity measurements as will be mentioned in th,e next 
section. 
Theliquid nitrogen t:c:> room temperature.results are shown in 
:Figure 15. Q Near 100 Ka rapid increase in the magnitude of Q is,ob-
serve(! which, is att-ributed to.phonon drag effects. Figures 16• 17, and 
1a·present t:he,actual data points for three of the samples. Smoothed 
curves for these_. samples are· also shown on Figure 19, together with a 
smoothed curve.for sample PA 13 and data points for S£\lmples PA 8 and 
PA 10. Accurate data points at the lowest temperatures could not be. 
obtained,for these.latter two samples due to·the;i.r very larse.resistiv-
ity. Reference back toFigure 11 sh,ows that they reach their maximum 
resistivity near the·. temperatures where the, thepnoelectric power curves 
terminate. 
In g~neral, the Q results show a large increase in magnitude with 
decreasing temperature, eventually reaching a maximum and then decreas-
ing. Also, the magnitude of Q shows an.inverse relationship tc, the .de-
gree of reduction of the specimen, that is, upon the concentration of 
defects. The temperature of the.maximum in the curves also shifts to 
higher temperatures.with,the more highly reduced samples. To ascertain 
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what effect boundary scattering has in these samples at low tempera-
tures, sample PA 6 was cut approximately in half, decreasing the cross-
2 . 2 
sectional area from 0.0433 cm to·0.0231 cm. As·shown in Figure 18 
there was no discernable difference in the measured values of Q~ 
In Chapter II a method was discussed whereby one could calculate 
a carrier effective mass if the number of carriers and the electronic 
component of the thermoelectric power were known~ Using this procedure 
and assuming acoustical.mode.lattice scattering so that ~ET= 2kT, and 
further assuming that the measured thermoelectric power is purely elec-
tronic at 200 °K, a value ofm* =29 m is obtained for sample PA 3. 
e 
This is a "density-of-states effective mass" as discussed earlier. If 
this value of effective mass is assumed to be independent of temperature 
it.can be used together with carrier density data to evaluate the elec-:-
tro~ic component, Qel' as a.function of temperature. This has been 
done for several samples and the results for PA 3 are presented in Fig-
ure 20.. The low temperature portion of the solid curve labeled 
Q was calculated by using a value of n obtained by extrapola-
electronic 
tion of the Hall data to 35 °K. The dotted region below this tempera~ 
ture was found in.the same manner but the extrapolation may be less 
valid since other workers12 have found an.increase in the Hall coeffic-
ient occurs near the minimum in the resistivity. The resistivity mini-
0 
mum. occurs at about 35 K for sample PA 3, and so below.this tempera-
turethe magnitudeof Qel probably decreases much more rapidly than 
shown in.Figure 20. 
Figure 21 depicts the phonon contribution to the thermoelectronic 
power for three of the samples as found by subtracting the calculated 
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electronic components from the meast,1red-values. m~llcoefficient dat;.a 
was not obtained.for PA 12, se in.this-case n was-deteri:nined by,compar..-
ison of resistivities with· sample, PA 3. · The approximation _of n versus 
T·obtained in this manner is probably quite satisfactory for dete1;mina ... 
tion of Qel' since the calculated value of Qel is relatively.insensi .... 
tive to small.changes-inn~ 
0 Above 100 K the curves in Figure 21 are·the differe~ces,between 
nearly eq1,1al numbe1;s. Deviations from the,solic;i lines at.low tempera ... 
t-ures apparently arisefromthe error in determining Qel at these tern ... 
peratu1;es. "'"X· Assuming Q ha T · · the values of x, for each· sqlid curve are: p . 
given on the figure. As expected, the vaJ..ue .of x varie~ inversely with 
the reduction state;, All values of x,are·less than the theoreUcal 
value of _. 3 • 5 predicted ; by He:r;-ring • · 
Measurements of the Seebeck coefficien~ fo:r;- PE 12 are·shown on 
Figure 22, and·PA 12 results are·also reproducec;l for-comparison. The 
large anisotropy in total Q for the ''a" and "c"·directio-q.s is better· 
depicted in.Figure 23, wheJ;"e a rapid-increase.in the_ ratio Q /Q is ob-. 
c. a 
0 · 0 
served between 10 and· 40 K •. Above, 40 K the ratio is nearly .. one~ . As · 
mentioned ea1;lier, Gashimzade51 predicts fqr the phonon contr:J.butions 
in.a tetragonal crystal, Qca.T"'"3•5 1nT and QaaT"'"3 ~5 which gives for 
the 1;atio, Q· /Q a lnT. The dc;,tted_ · line in Figure 23 is_ -a plot of _lnT 
· c a 
versus T which has been arbitrarily fitted to the,measured,ratio at 40 
~K •. The ratio of total Q's can be expected to deviate significantJ..y 
from a lnT relationship at the higher.temperatures.whet'~ Qel becoi:nes 
prominent. 
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Thermal.Conductivity .Data 
If the power input into the·gradient-he1:1.ter is accurately.known 
the thermal conductivity of the specimencan be determined simultaneous-
ly with the thermoelectric power. The thermal conductivity, K, can be 
found from the equation 
K = IVLo./AVtc' 
where.I and V are the gradient~heater current (amps) and applied volt-
age (volts) respectively, Lis the distance across which the tempera-, 
ture gradient is measured, A the cross sectional area of the specimen, 
Vtc the corrected differential thermocouple output, and a the thermo-
electric power for the Au+ 2.1 at.% Co versus normal silver system. 
Besides the errors previously mentioned, additional sources of 
error exist here. Least of these is again the problem of accurately 
determining L. More important is the determination of the energy 
flowing through the sample per unit time (IV), The assumption made is. 
that all·the energy.fed into the heater.in turn flows through the sam..-
ple. This however is probably never the case becuas~ of ra4iation and 
conduction losses from the heater~ 0 At low temperatures (< 100 K) 
4 
radiation losses calculated from a.T law are complete:J.y negligible, 
whereas heat loss by conduction through·the surrounding medil.lm can be 
appreciable. Obviousl.y the better the vacuum surrounding the sample 
the smaller the heat losses will be. Since the measured pressure was 
. ..,3 -4 
always around 10 to 10 torr, a possibility for s;i.gnif i,cant. error 
is present.· Liquid helium, however, is an excellent cryopumpand·in 
the.absence of helium leaks, the actual pressure within the inner can 
70 
is probably less than that measured externally at a sizeable distance 
from the specimen. In addition, since all specimens were measured at 
nearly the same p:i;-essures, and gradient..;.heater power levels were nearly 
the same·for all specimens, one would expect good consj.stency fro'!ll 
sampa to saI!lple. Thus, even.though the absolute magnitudes of K may 
be open to question, the data are assumed indicative of the dependence 
of the thermal conductivity upon reduction treatment. Although not 
discussed here, measurements of K fqr several samples (PA 3 and.PA 12) 
were made in the temperature range·so to 300 °K using a Goldsmid-type 
apparatus and these :t;'esults agreed well with the data presented.here 
and with other published values near room temperature. 
As nqted previously it was difficult to.achieve thermal equilib-
rium of the sample in the temperature range 25 to 60 °Kand thui; it 
was difficult to.obtain reliable thermal conductivity data in.this 
range. 
Figure 24 shows the results for the L 11 c sample PA 12 and the L 11 a 
sampl,e PE 12. Both samples·· had the· same cross-sectional area and leads 
were attached as nearly as possible to the same value of L. The aniso-
tropy rat;io K /K is shown in,·Figure 25 together with the ratio ab-
c a 
36 tained by Thurber and Mante for unreduced rutile. These.authors es-
timate their error in the ratio to be,± 0.1 and the data presented here 
,are·probably comparable.in error. In view of this, the.agreement over 
a lat;:"ge portion qf the temperature range measured is gratifying. Of 
particular interest is the nature of this c.urve as.compared.to the 
ratio Q IQ (Figure 23)~ · Both have constant values below 10 °K, in-
c a 
crease rapidly from 10 to about 35 °K, and are relatively constant once 
again above this temperature~ 
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Fig1;1re·26 gives the K data,for a11·.the LI.le samples measured. 
Just as in the·the:rmoelectric·power results, the·lll,8gnitude.of K. de-
creases with the degt'ee of reduction.· ·At low temperatures, K is nearly 
2 . 
proportional to T · which suggests that scatte.ring of phonons in this . 
temperature range. is not· solely due.' to the sample boundaries, stnce a 
T3 dependet\ce is predicted for this effect.· The decrease·in.magnitude 
of K.with increasing defect concentrations;i.mplies impurity scatter:i.ng 
may be another important .~cattering mechanism. For all samples the 
temperature of the maximum is about 12.S °K •. As in the.case of the 
. thermoelectric power. results, . the partly-closed circles for PA 6 rep-
resent the initial cross-sectional area of 0.0433 
2 . 
cm while the open 
2 
eii;c_le.s are data taken· after reduc::J_ng th_e area to. 0 .0231 cm • Again 
no size effect is ~ted, The obc;ervanceof no apparent.size effect in. 
both.K and_Q results.implies·that approximately.the same group.of pho-
nons is influential in both phenome~a. 
Some of the pertinent paiameters aresununarized for each sample 
in Tal;>J.e.II. 
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TABLE II 
SUMMARY.OF LOW TEMPERATURE RESULTS AN]) INTRINSIC ANALYSIS 
-,,Ed(eV)a --Q . *I. c. d Sample p(ohm-cm) m m · 0 mV/ K x 
(300°K) (77°K) (100°K) (50°K) '(10°K} (200°K) (200°K) 
PA 7· 40 2xl06 o.114 0.088 ---- -- ---- ---
PA 8 12 4 0.086 0.065 0.88 lxlO ---- -- ---
PA 10 5.4 24 ------ 0.053 ---- -- 0.86 ---
PA 6 3 1.55 · ----- ----- 0.016 24 0.83 2.7 
3 1.55 0.57 b 0.012 29 0.79 2.5 PA 0.05 ----
PA 12 0.68 0.20 ----- ----- 0.010 38 0.70 2.2 
PE 12 4.0 1.,7. ---~~ 0.012 -- 0.765 ---
PA 13 0.59' 0.17 · ----- ----- ----- -- 0.67 ---
a: Ed is ~he.slope of ln p versus 1/T at the;temperature indicated:(except b). 
b: This Ed is the slope of ln ~ versus 1/T at·200°K. 
c: Calculated as discussed in.text. with, dEt = 2kT • 
. . -x 
d: x is the exponent of T in Q h a; T · 
· p onon · 
-~ax 
(mv/°KJ 
mag. T 
max. 
-- ----
--
-- ----
-11 10 
7.2 12 
3.6 15 
7 .-2 r2 
3.3 15 
K 
max 
(watt/cm-°K) 
mag. 'T 
. max 
----
----
-4.5 12.5 
3.0 12.5 
2.5 11.5 
1.8 13 
1.5 12 
-1.8 13 
...... 
I.Tl 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION·AND CONCLUSIONS 
Pefect Model· 
A review of the literature reveals surprisingly little attempt to 
correlate the low temperature electr;i..cal properties of·rutile specimens 
with progressively increasing vacu'l,l.m-reduction.stat~s. Many investiga-
tors have reduced rutile in a vacuum, but only to obtain "reduced" 
rutile, and not to ascertain what graded.effect the reduction parame-
ters have upon the physical properties. In this study, using samples 
cut from a single bou:Le; and·thus containing ide11tical impurity concen-
trations, a syatematic approach has been used in that;: several of the 
properties of the crystals have been investigated for increasing reduc-
tion states. This chapter thus attempts to interpret the reaults pre-
sented in Chapter IV in light of· the progressive· reducti.on state. 
Of·particular concernis the behavior·of the resistivity curves 
as they relate to different reduction temperatures. An explanation of 
the marked difference in behavior between.PA 8 and·PA 12, for example, 
is hard to reconcile with a simple increase in defect concentration. 
From.the spectrochemical analysis of the material used in this study, 
the total foreign impurity concentration is estimated to be about 
·3 x 1017 cm-3 , The majority of these impurities (Fe, Al, and Ni) have 
normal valences of less than four. Electron spin measurements on rutile 
doped with foreign impurities indicate that they exist at substitutional 
76 
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lattice sites where they would be'expected ·to aotlike acceptors,, On 
thia basis, the speci:mens discussed · are assu'.llled to' have an. accep.tor .con-. 
17 -3 
centratioi;i, N , of. about 3 x 10 Cll1, · ~ 
a 
Suppose, for the moment, tha~ the only.defect·resulting from the 
reduction process wa~ a·monovalent donor.· Let Nd represent.th,e c<:>ncen-
tration of these.defects. The maximum number.of extrineic electrons 
that could partici;pat~ in a conduction process is Nd - Na, since Na of 
tl)e donors . are compensated by .· the acceptots, If the sample. is · then 
coolec:i, electI;ons ·become .retrapped. on the donors and the Fer.mi level, 
Ef' approaches the donor level ene:tgy ,. E c;l. Thus the number of carriers, 
n, decreases.exponentially with 1/T. This dependence could readily ell:-
plain the bel;lavior found for sam,ples PA 7 or PA 8, but not.that .found 
for PA 3 or PA 12. If the only d~fference resulting from higher reduc-
tion te111peratures is.an increa1:1e in.the defect concentration (Nd), then 
the result .is an increase in n ("'." Nd - Na), but th~ temperature depend-
ence:of n remains the same.· This·is clearly not compatible.with.the 
results shown in Figure 13 where·n for PA 3 is s~en to. break away from 
0 
a single slope · below 150 K •. · 
Qxygen vacancies, of cou1,;se; ar~ expected to be divalent donc;,rs 
since.an oxygen.atom..leaving the.ccystal leay_es two electrons which .in 
turn can bec<:>me bound _to 'the region in the ;crystal which ,energetically 
favors a minus two charge (i!e.· the. vacancy). The case of a divalent 
donor merits closer consideration because, qualitatively, it displays 
a similar behavior to the .n versus 1/T results founc;l here. Consider 
the followi11g example of a divalent;·donor center with ionization,ener~ 
78 
gies Edland EdZ' with Edl andEdZ separated by several kT. Further. 
suppose the level with energy Edl lies closest to the.· conduction band 
(see Figure. 2 7 A) • Since these two levels .. are not independent, Ndl = N dZ 
= Nd' the concentration of defects~ If both levels.were complete;J..y 
ionized, and Na= 0, the carrier concentratio11 would be 2Nd. If, how-
ever, Na> Nd' the upper level.will be completely compensated by accep-
to1;s, and will remain empty at.all temperatures. In ,this case the Fermi 
level will always.be many kT below Edl' Conduction.electrons can.only 
arise from the lower level of energy EdZ' This is, in essenc:e, similar 
to .the previous example of. the mqnovalent donor center, with N8 = 0, in . 
that n varies exponentially with 1/T, as c;.onduction .electrons are re-
trapped in the lower.donot level (Ef::; Ed) upon cooling. 
If Na<< Nd, conduction electrons.can al:'ise from both.levels at 
sufficiently high .temperatures, since the upper leyel is no longer com~ 
pletely compensated, and n.= 2Nd - Na::: 2Nd. During the ,cooling process 
the lower level fills up first until the Fermi level. moves above this 
energy, and in this case n = Nd - Na::: Nd and·remains at this:value un-
til the Fermi level approaches Edl' The upper level is thendeionized 
0 1 and as T "* 0 K, n = 0. C early, two distinct regions.in carrier den';'" 
sity are observed, n::: 2Nd when both levels .are completely ionized, and 
. n ~ Nd when only the upper level is completely ionized. The ratio of 
these two ca1;rier concentrations is·two, and simple calculations show, 
thatfor Na< Nd' by various amounts, this ratio is always 2:. 2. This 
Cl I ~ I I t' I I BI Id' onuuc ion n E - o ....................................................... _._.. .... c-
--Ed, 
-E d2 
n 
- -· -Nd 
-·--~ 
-}N 
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( De-ioniz. otion of second level 
Figure 27. Energy Band Scheme and Carrier Density 
as a ?unction of Temperature for a 
Simple Divalent Donor Model 
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problem of a d.ivalent,d.onor center wtth activation energies sepal;'ated 
· 57 by at·leE!,st·a few kT, and with Na =-0, has been sc>lved by.~hai:npness ·• 
The,d.etails,of his calculations need not be give\'! here because the sali-
ent .. features -above ind:lca ~e that this ·might · be , an app?."opriate mod.el 'for 
rutile~ 'Figure 27B·qualitatively illustrates the nature of n versus 
1/T foor the two cases 2Nd > -Na >· Nd and Na << Nd. 
The high temperature po:t;-tion:of tll.e N8 « ~d curve is.simila-:r in 
---
behavior to t~e results shown in,Figure 13 for sample PA 3. Hall data 
on a. h:f,.gh temperat1.1,re (1000 °c) vacuum ... reduc:.ed sample t~ken .,by Becker·. 
. 12 
and Hosler· shows a behavior similar .to the N8 <<Nd.curve over.the 
entire temperature range. The resistivity data on, say, PA 7 or. PA 8, 
however, looks like a single activation energy is involved in these 
higher.resistanc;:e samples. Ag,in substantiation is provided by Becker 
o· 
and llosler'_s data ·on an 800 C sample. This is the behavior of the.· 
2Nd > Na_> Nd curve in Figure 27B. Qualitatively, theq., it appears a. 
divalent oxygen vacancy defect is compatible·with the results of this 
and other studies .• 
Several di~ficulties arise in the·adoption of such a simple model, 
however. First of.all, inspection of the results obtaine.d fot' samples. 
reduced iIJ. a vacuum.at·T > 1000 °c in this·study, as well,as fo:i:- t;hoe;e 
reported in .the literature, reveals,'.carrier density ratios corresponding 
. ·-/} :-
to the de ... ion,i;;:ed leyel cases that .. p.eve-r approach the ratio of two, 
which would be ex:pected if Na<< Nd as discussed earlier. In fact, at 
room temperature complete ionization of all levels apparently does not, 
occur since a. constant nhas not been observed in.this _temperature 
0 4 
range; even in <:Jata taketl.UP to 500 C • In spite of.this, in the tem-
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peratul:'.e region where n is temperatut:e independent (about 30 to·80 °K), 
the carrier concentrati.oii is one to two orders of magnitude smaller than 
its room temperature value. Obviously,. such a ratio ;fits the mod.el only 
Secondly, a slight change·in.'the slope·ef the :resistivity cutves 
is observed even for samples PA 7 and PA 8, although these.cannot be: 
seen. in Figure ll bec.ause of tb.e compact scale· (see Table IJ:). This 
again.agrees with a slight change in the slope of Ru in Becket a11d 
o· Hosler's 800 C sample. T~is change suggests that there are two sources 
of electrons even in t;he high resistivity samples, 
Lastly, and most important;·as pointed,out in Chapter II, recent 
studies .support the creation of a t;itani1;UD. interstitial defe.ct during 
the reductio'Q. process. Thus, it·appears·thatany model developec;l to 
explai,n · the electrical prope'l'tieei of· rutile. in terms of defects should 
include titanium interstitials. 
Consideratioiis of. these·· aspects, have led the authol;' -to suggest a 
model wherein both oxygen.vacancies and tit;;i.nium.intentials a'J:'.e created 
simultaneously, with the interstitials·most·important in the high re-
duction-temperature samples and the vacancies-dominant for the.lower 
tre~tment-temverature specimens~·· The feasibility of. this model gained 
· 26 
strength when l<.ofstad· argued that·at low tempe'J:'.atures and-high partia],. 
pressures of oxygen the principal defect was an oxygen vacancy, but that 
high temperatures and low oxygen·partial pressures led to the creation 
of.titanium interstitials. Kofstad's arguments were based on the de-
viation from stoichiometry of,reduced ceramic anc;l crystalline material, 
as reported in the ,literatui;e. The rec~Jt,ESR data of Kingsbury, ~·. 
28 
al.. ; is also of special interest.· They concluded from their measure-
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'·. 
ments that below about 8 °K,an electron'is. trapped-on a·Ti4+ intersti-
. . ·. '" 3+ 
t;ial ion ;esulting in a ·;r11 · , 
Suppose then, one.postulates·thefoniation-of tri-·and tet'l:'ava-
lent·interstitial·tita,niw;n·ions·(as dig.Blumenthal; et. ai. 13), in 
. . - .,._. . 
addition:.to diyalent·o;itygen vacancies~·· _The-reaction equations are: 
Ti_J+ ~ Tii4_+ + e-
· · i 
' 
s.c .. • I 
.'( 
Applica,tion of the mass action.law yields 
4+] [ Ti· n · 
. ·. i· . = K. [T' 3+] i 1 i 
I.n terms of this model the··electroneutrality·condition is givenby 
n = 2[0 Z+]·+ 3[Ti 3+] + 4[Ti 4+] 
. v ,, i i ' 
\there Na is assume4 equal· to· zero_r';,i, Combining_ these last· four e:x;pres-. 
$ions one obtains for the ca:rrier conce11tiation: ·. 
. -1 
n3 • z(9~""> + KtPoz . (3 + 4:~); 
2 n 
This expression can.be evaluated for n 1:1; the values of the rate·con-
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the .. rate constants is 
K ;= C exp (-llH/kT). 
13 . . ·. 
:Blumenthal,. et~ !l, , have· estimated from: t;heiJ' electrical cc;>nductiv"'.' 
25 ity .studies that 6.Hi ='1,4·ev·and·tiHi ;= 9~1-eV, Kofstad determined 
6.1;{2 by. thermogravimetric techn.iques·an<J·used·the·above,mass·action. 
equations to calculate: the·· deviation· from stoichiometry, :x:26 • He 
found the.best agreement between·his calcql,ated value·of x and existing. 
dat;a with:: 
99 · -12· K = 9.5 x· 10 ·. exp (.-9,1/l<.T) • (cm -atm) 1. 
. 7d 9 L K2 . = 1.3 x;lO · exp (-4.6/kT)·(cm- .,.;atm-a). 
Us.ing these .valuee, and asstµning P 
02 
-9 
== 10 atm (wh~ch is in the range 
of the _p-resent study),· the previous expression· can ·be·. solved numeri-:-
cally for n. The value of·n versus 1/Tfound•in·tbis·manner is shown 
in Figure 28 as the solid line;. The 0 dotted·1ines.give the contribut:f.on 
to n. from; each type· of. defec~-: {(;).:;,) ~nd · {Ti1). · It ··the• est;imate.d accep-
tor density of 3 x 1017 em-::3 is plot;ted·on·thili! same·graph; one'not;ices 
·o that for a sat11Ple heated. at· 850 C; n(Tii) < Na < n(Ov); whe~eas. at 
1050 °c, Na < n(Tii) < n(Ov). .. Thue the increasiil,g importance of the 
titanium interetitial ions·can,be seen, since in this 200 °c tempera-
ture range, n(Tii) increases·by well over 2 orders of magnit'l.lde whereas 
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n(O) incJ:"eases by less·than··(:)ne--:or;der of mganitude, · It·appears, then, 
that this two"'.'clefect rnodel-might · give qualitative· a~reement with the . 
. observed. low temperatQ.?'e 'resistiv::i;.ty ·and· Hall·· measurem~nts. 
lt is first ne~esaary·to· point ouc;:·· several details.· · Jt ·should be· 
understood. that ·_no 'great-· aecutacy'·is claimed: for· the ·aforementioned 
rate.constants. ·secondly;·asdiscussed·in,Cllapter·Iv, the atomic-de ... 
fects generated·. in·. tht · reduc.tioµ · process are: assumed to be. "frozen" ·into· 
the latt:J.ce, lience. although the·value·of .n in·F:l,gure· 28 I114Y change 
upon quenching the.s~ple;·the·concentration of defects,f1;om which the-
electx-ons came .is assai!led'to··remain·eonstant. · Somewhat surprising, 
then, is the agreement·between~the eq1,1ilibrium value of n·as.calculated 
from this mc:,del and· the· magnitude·· of. n ·obtained· from· room temperature , 
Hall data taken in this'stud.y~· Considering,a·lOSO °C sample such as 
· · · 19 ... 3 · 19 -3 
'f A 3 for example, these val a.es a1:·e · 1, 8 x ·.10 em aE.ld 1 x, 10 cm , 
.. 
respectively. These results would·imply:that·the majori.ty of dono1; 
defects are still· ionized: evell; at·· room temperatures· and· len4 credibili ... 
ty tc;, the propo$ed•defect model. 
Cotl.sider once· again'. two·· d,1;>not: ,l..evels ··lying·· near· the · conduction 
band., the uppei: levei·having·donor·coneentrat:l.on Ndi'and.ionization 
· energy E ·.and· the · 1owel.' · level · N · · and·· E · • 
. dl' · · · · .. d2 d2 Th~s · is·· cl.early similar 
to the divalent donot"·s:l,to,~tion·discussed:earlier; with at!- important 
e,cc;eption. , The two do~Oli -leveb · are.'. now· independent; and· th'1s, 
Ndl r Nd2• If Edl and. Ed2 are> not· too: close· in eq.ergy, one would ex~ 
pect to see a behavior similar· to·, that·mentioned previou~ly. · It ,will 
. ·., .- ' . 
become.apparent: from•the·foll<>wing·d:tscQ.ssion·that·in;this·two-defect 
dono;t' mo4el, the.titanium interstitial dqnorlevel mu&!t lie neai;est the 
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conduction band. 
The appropriate energy band~eheme is shown.in Figure 29A. As 
before, two completely different·forms of behavior will exist depending 
on whether or not· Na is· larger·· or· smal,ler than· N dl ~ .· The two . donor 
levels have each been tentatively-associated with·an·atomic defect. 
If Na >Ndl' the upper level will·always be denudedof·electrons even 
at T""' 0 °K, and the ?ermi level will·reside at·Ed2• As the.specimen 
warms some e;Lectrons will·be 0 e:xcitedfromthe lowerlevel•into the con-
duction band and the Fermi level will ultimately drop be;Low Ed2• At 
higher temperatures, when·ionization of the lower level is complete, n 
reaches its limiting value of Ndl + Nd2 - Na. This is the type of be-
. 0 
havior found in the samp!es reduced at 850 ·· C ·and· a. look at Figure 28 
reveals Na> n (Tii) for·these·samples.· This behavior is entirely 
equivalent to the situation presented·for·a.divalent·oxygen vacancy 
If, Or\ the other hand; N~ < Ndl' (e.g. a sample·reduced at 1050 
0 c), at absolute zet:'o the lower donorlevel•is filled and the upper 
level contains Ndl - Na electrons;, and·the Fermilevelcoincides with 
Ed1 • As the temperature'increases·the upper levelgives·up its elec-
trons to the. conduc ti.on band· until this supply is exhausted (n :::; N dl -
N ) • No · further increases·· in n ··can. occur until· the· Fermi level has 
a 
dropped almost to the·energy·Ecl2 whence·the _lower set of donors begins 
to lose electrons. At high enough temperatures n again'saturates at 
Ndl + Nd2 - Na while Ef drops below Ed2• The behavior of n versus T 
Ee= 0 
-~. 
-Ee. 2 
t 
n 
- - - ·-· .-N (Ti,) (ii I 
-~-----. Nd (Ovl 
. 2 
0 
.·(A) 
N' < M • 
. 0 . •,a, 
T 
(B) 
Fig1,1re 29. Energy Band .Scheme and Carrier Density 
as a Function of Temperature for a 
Two Independent Donor Lev:el Model 
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is shown schematical.+y for the latter case in Fig1.1,re 29B, 
The preceding discussion· can be·. expressed·· in,· a· mathematical form 
if one assumes. each· of·· the independent· donor leve;I.s · is monovalent. Ex-. 
pressing densities· as N ·· · ·and·· energies as· Ed· J' (with j · = 1, 2 in this dj 
example) Blakemoi-e 45 gives for the·· clensities of·· ionized levels 
where Fj is a quantity represe'llting the influence of any excite4 states 
andB.-l represents the spin degeneraeyof the impurity level, The 
J 
conduction band electron·densitymust equal the sum of all ionized 
4011ors minus all electrons·· in compensating acceptors: 
(n + N ) 
a 
2 NdJ 
= N8 + NcF1,.. (EF./kT) · = j~l. -l[~ ] . 
'2 1 + B · 1 +F exp·(E -E · )/k'r) j . j · · F dj ' 
If the Fermi level is several kT below the conduction band.(i~e. Ef/kT 
< -2), then F~(EF/kT) can·berepl.acedby exp·(E/kT) as was done in 
Chapter.II, The above expression then yields a cq.bic equation in 
Clearly this model•is consistent with the general character of 
obse;rved results and with the rate constants determined by Blumenta+, · 
13 . 26 
et. al. , and Kof stad · ~ · · It is still necessary, however, to consider 
-,,-. -.-
the poss:tble ionization energies ofthesug~ested·defects. To a tirst 
approximation, donor energies are often calculated from a Bohr.ioniza-
tion energy scheme which assumes that the.donor is a hydrogen-,.like 
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center imbedded in a material 0 of dielectric·constant k with an electron 
* of effective mass m. This gives 
E * .13.6 m :;;·7m (eV) 
where 13.6 eV is the.ionization-energy of 1lydrogen°in;a vacuum. If an 
oxygen vacancy is considered·to·be .a helium-:like center (Le. two elea-
trons), one must consider·the·first·two·ionization ener.gies of He, 24.5 
and 54 eV, respectively. The first four. ionization energies of titan-
ium are 6.8,. 13.6, 28~4, and-43~2 eV. Because kin rutile is aniso-
tropic, an average value must necessarily be ii.sed. Values of k used 
in this type of calculation·.· on. rutile have varied from 25 (Reference 
9) to 114 (Reference 3). Furthermore, one·is uncertain how to make a 
proper choice for m*/m, Consequently, ionization energies found in 
this manner are rather·· arbitrary,·· especially if the .crystal has an 
ionic character, Regardless·of the values of k and m*/m used, however, 
the six, vacuum ionization·· energies quoted· probably reflect·· the. ordering 
of these energies · j:p. the·. crystal. That i,s, the·· energy · necessary to 
procluce a Ti. 3+ is probably comparable.to the·energy required to singly 
J. 
ionize an oxygep vacancy;· On·t};te other hand, more energy·is necessary 
to give an O 2+ than a Ti. 4+. 
v 'J. 
Kingsbury, !.!:.• al. 28 ; -treat the potential at the interstitial site 
as the sum of ionic and permanent-dipole potentials plus a lattice-po--
larization potential.· They-find that when these are considered, the 
third and·fourth electron energies·of·the·titanium become +6,5 and 
-0.59 eV respectively, that·is,·the electrons are·very loosely bound. 
The actual numbers seem somewhat meaningless, however, in that the 
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theory in this case-necessita.tes--tight 0binding, · so-the··most t;hat can. 
be satd · is that' the energies·· are· prol>ably ·very-close- to .. the .. conductio-n 
band. 
credible entities. · Thilil ·would': leave one. or, at· most, · two electrons 
still bound to · tita-piuur intetstit:Lal ·-done; ;states· for- excitaticm upon 
temperatqre ine;ea,se~ · 
. . 
Suppose for the :purpose··of :illustra.tion ·that: the· uppermost. donor 
. · . 3+ . . · . · .. 4+ 
level is a Tii> which can be: ionized to a Tii · alld th~t oxygen vacan-
c,y levels (either one: or· two)· lie· lower in· energy. Tqis model, gives. · 
the desired behavior,:is·con.sistent:with·the,ESR.·results of.Kingsbury; 
.!S\ .!!· 28 , and· is also consistent ·with- the piezo-resistance. results of 
14 Bir, .!tt. .!!, • •. The latter.- gJ;."oup suggested their results would be com~ 
pat;l.ble with a·~ltiple donc;;r-level model. 
It i$ still necessary; ·.however, to coosider ·two· important unan-
swered questions. ·First, 'how'might ·one·· explain· the·· small· changes in .. 
slope of p,versus·l,/T·with·tncreasing·redu,ction-state;·and·secondly, 
in "pUire" 1::ut:i.le why.does:one-not·see·a·p--type-character if there. 
ell:iats an.excess of:aceeptor levels·over·douor levels? 
Consider , the· fo~er question·· first~ ·· As ·Table· :n · shows (and · see 
Figure 11) the magnitude ·of· Ef changes f:i:-om O;l14 eV for PA 7 to· 0.086 
eV for PA 8 to 0.053 eV·for<Pa·1o·at·liqu:f.d·nitrogen°temperatures. A 
possible·. explanation·· of·· this' is that· s~ngle · isolatec;l · levels do not. nec-
es~ariiy exist alone, ·but ·that\,,~ditional leveJ;s·~y arise· from associ-
1;1 tioq. of def ,c ts, ·· For; e;xampie ·, · one could have an ·oxygen. vacancy, . an 
oxygen vacancy associated·wtth a·trivalent 11Q.pu-rity, .an·oxygen_vacancy 
associated with a tita1;1i~m·ion on·a:normal}:att_i~~ site, etc::,. A purely 
. . ·~:~· . 
I,,. 
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qualitative·argumeµt·could·be made·thatchang:;lngthe·concentration of 
the parent defects -changes~ the likelihood -of -- creating ·associated de-
fects, giving the different:activation·energies seen in~measurements, 
Various types of associated·defeets:have·:been postulated to explain 
· · · _ .. -- _- . 39 40 
experimental results(e~g;; Dominik·and Mi;tcCrone _,_ •or·Breckenridge 
and.HoE1ler3). 
A somewhat more·pll;lusible explanation is that given to explain 
similar results in silicons8 , where the ionization·energy of impurity 
ce-ntet's was shown to decl;'ease with increi;tsing impurity concentration, 
N. In fact, the decrease.· in·Ed is proportional to N113 , and these 
find;i.ngs have been.interpreted as being a result of·the·electrostatie 
attraction of other donors for an electron which has escaped its own 
donor. One might:have a similar phenomenon in rutile, and in.fact, 
59 thi$ mechanism was invoked ··by· Acket and Volger • to· e~plain changes in 
slope observed by them·in·Hall·measur-ements. ·of course, the ionic. 
character of rutile may·also·involve quite·subtle effects. 
Returning now· to -- the -qt:1estion of· compensation in -- ''pure" rutile, it -
seems that ip. the.unreduced state· (Nd :;:·Q)-t'utile should be a p-type 
semiconductor since it nas an inherent acceptor coneentration. This 
behavior has never been observed· except for -- specimens highly doped -with 
11 
acceptor"'.'type impur:j. t:i,.es; · ·For· example,< Yahia _ observed a p-type 
character in rut:l.le doped-with aluminum,· Clearly then, there must be a 
donor concentration present even in unreduced rutile which is compen-
sated by the impurity ion·aoceptors, thus resulting·in a low conductiv-
ity in ','pure" materiaL · As ·mentioned in one· of the-- earlier chapters, 
there is just such, a donor concentration, resulting from the ,incorpora-
tion of hyclrogen intc;,:the·lattic;e during the Verneuil·growth process, 
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The hydrogen becomes· associated-with· an· oxygen -:i,.on •,and· can donate_ its 
elec t-ron to the· conduction· band~ (qr--be.· eom.penisated·-br an: ac;ceptor) • 
H;Lll 1 s 27 work.indicatee·tJ:tat·some·of 0 the·hydrogen·di:ffuses out 0£ the 
sample if it -• is reduced. in-, vacuum-~ -;In· f ae t; · the · hydrogen appears to 
leave as water.vapor; 'taki'18">an·oxygen·.with··tt;·· ·Thus·reduction in vac-
1,1um at low temperatUrres (< 70o- 0 c)·essentially replaces two monovale~t 
donot impuritiee with a divalent· donor defect;; -andr·.eompensation still 
20 - · 
occurs. Sha~on · -supports· the :concept· that· hydroijen content can in-
fluence the creation·of_vacanciee. 
To recapitulate -the ·-bases· of -the· suggested ·model,. it supposes two 
types of major defect;s '. e:dst. ·· :Ponor levels lying nearest· to the con-
duct;lon band result from--parttally- ionized· t:f,.tan:J,~- interstit:l.al de-
. - -2+ . 3+ . 
. fee ts, in particular Tii and Ti:i which can· in· turn be ionized to 
the 3+ and 4+ states,·respectively, Lowerlying·are·the·donor levels 
resulting from- the ·oxygen ·vacaney·conce-ntration.-' ·From the resistivity 
· and· Hall -results foun,d -·here; -and· also·· from· tbos_e: of Becker and ·Hosler, 
it appears that the·interstit;ial·donot·levels·lie·at·about 0.01 eV 
belc,w the conduction band',- and· the· oxygen '.vacancy-- level(s) lie lower, 
at abbut.0.05 to O.;l ev,· ·rt··is·assumed·that··these··energies are depend-
ent upon the. defect con~entrations·:and that conduction· takes place· in 
the 3d-bandof titanium~· Ox~gen:vacancies are·identified as.the major 
-- - 0 
defect resulting-- fr~m- low· temperature· (850 _. e) · vacuum reductions, with 
any interstitials betng·completely compensated·by accepto1;s~ - At-higher 
reduction tempe:raturee;·both'type$p; defects.are present and compensa ... 
tion becomes negligible; -, -An --e;x:ample of a simple energy-- scheme, assum.,. 
ing no associated defects,· is ··shown·· for representative samples PA 8 
(lower two levels· only) -and <PA-12 (all levels) in Figure 30. . This 
~ ··,&- .-e-
-e,. . -e- .· ··}N . a 
Figure 30. Possible Energy Band Scheme .. in T~rms, 
of the Oxygen Vacancy and Titanium. 
InteJ:1;1titia! Donor Levels. 
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PAl2 
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scheme employs the· conventional· method of·· representing· divalent donor 
centers (Reference 45, pg; 157); ·· The· ionization· energies are e~pressed 
in ev. 2+ . · 3+ The enetgy required·to·:Lonize the Tii donQr level (to a T:i.i) 
is uncertain and is accordingly.::l.abeled·with a question mark. Hasiguti, 
9 
et. al. , have reported·an·activation·energy of about 0.005 eV at tern-
~, --
per a tu res below· 4 . °K and·· this · conceivably·· could be a1;1 socia ted with the 
Ti. 2+ level. Their crysta;Ls, however, were reduced in hydrogen and may 
J. 
not be representative·of the samples (and model) described here. 
In Figure 30 the assignments·for the valence states of the inter-
2+ . 3+ 
stitial levels (Tii and·· Ti1 ·· ) ·are· based solely on· the conclusions 
of recent studies. by other· workers28 which· favor·· these levels, as 
· 0 1+ . 
opposed to the Tii · and Tii ·· • This scheme thus· tacitly· assumes that 
0 . 1+ 
the Ti. and Tii levels·· lie even· closer to the conduc t;i,.on band and 
J. . 
are· compensated· at· all temperatures. It·· should be noted, however, that 
0 1+ the model is equally valid· if.·· the·· choices of .. Tii and· Tii · are· made in . 
place of those. levels· shown· on Figure·. 30, · ·In·. this ease, the 2+ and 3+ 
levels would lie even· lower· in· energy, perhaps· in·· the·· range of the 
oxygen. vacancy levels or·· below,·· ·This·· would, in· part, explain the large 
13 discrepancy between the energies found by Blumenthal,~·~· , and 
17 28 . those· implied by the results· of the ESR groups ' who all clcum to 
4+ · 3+ 
see a Tii level becoming a·Ti;i. or v;i.ce versa.· Of importance in ex-
plaining the exper:;i.mental resuH.s, however,· are 1;1pper levels arising 
only from the interstitial defect; ··some.of these are necessarily com-
pensated by acceptors and·the remaining electrons from these levels 
govern the low temperature·· electrica;L properties. 
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·Ther~oelectric Power 
The· results of· the·· thermoelectric ··power-data ~presented in the· 1ast 
chapter clearly·indieate-the·impo:rtance-of·phonon-effects~ The-elec-
tronic contribution;-Q~1 calculated·from-the·expression-given.;i.n Chap-
ter II indicates·· that· phonon· eUeets-are-important·even-at·: teuiperatures 
. 0 
higher than lOO K~ . The -basis· of · the calculation of A ·· · of course 
· · · · · ~el' · ' 
. depends upon the value chosen: for· AEt. ·· Although 2k'I was ·used in this 
work (lattice scattering); ~t n,.ust be·remenibered 0 that--thfi!.vE1-lue of Qel 
. . 0 
was fitted to the ,experimental·dat:a at·, 200 K~ --consequently, chapging 
AEt from 2kT to 4kT · (ionize4 :.impurity scattering) does ·'not affect the 
_ calculation of .Q 1· ·bQ.t. does··have·a··considerable effect--on m*/m, _de--e 
cteasing it from 28 ·· to' about- 8 ··for· sample PA 3. 
The mob:t.lity ·results-on· this ··sample· (Figure· 14) -are·not compatible 
. . .. · .. · --1 5 
with simple latti,ce ~cattering; ·which··piedicts µa.T ' ~ For sample 
PA 3, 1,1at-2•5 • '.Che mobilities-af 0 many-semiconduct~~~-show a T-2 to T-3 
dependence, and.multi phonon- processes·: (intervalley · seat taring) have· 
been proposed to .. - .. 60 explain:t;hese results· .- Intervalley scatte:t;"ing may 
be a possibility · 14 · in_ -rutile--sinee·Bir, et~ al.· ; deduce from their. 
piezoresistivity $tudies--that;the·minimum in the conduction band.is 
located on the ~z axis and- that·· the· band is not degenerate. For this 
. . - . 36 · . 
type of scatteX"ing;·the_value-of·:AEt <·2kT_· ,-·Lack·of·preeise know!-
edge. cif the scattering· mechanism, - tli.en, ··precludes· an· accur~te evalua-
tion of AEt, and therefore· of ~iii.iYm·, ·· · Nevertheles.s, th~·· values found· for 
m*/rn in this study- (25 to 40) are·:Ln good ag;eernent-with those found by 
. ,;, 
~···, 
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Breckenridge· and·· Hosler~·· and;: Frederikse 7; · ··The· large ·magnitudes ;imply 
that the band in que$tion'is-narrow, and-thus'strengtheI\ the.argument 
for the 3d-conduction-band;· ·rt·must·also·be,remembered·that the value 
of m*/mused in calculating-Q~1·was considered to be temperature inde-
pendent and· from·· this· standpoint·the·magnitude·of·•Q~1 -· can on:).y be an 
estimate. Consequently;· Q ·• plots, {Figure 21) must· i;:ef lee t any Q ph · · · · el 
uncertainty. Of.major concern· in Figure 21,·however,·a1;e the slopes 
and the relative magnitudes·ofQ·· ··for· the samples·in°various states ph . . ' . 
of nonstoichiometry. 
Since Herring's e;x:pressions49 -eannot be solved e,cplieitly for Qph 
magnitudes without more information about rela;x:ation times;, it is dif-
ficult to quantitatively·interpret the above results in the light of 
his theory. The salient':l:eatt.1re·;-however, is the observed decreasing 
magnitude of Q h withincreasing·reduct:i.on state~ Sincevariables such p 
as sample dimensions,· foreign impurity content·; ·and·orierttations. are· 
the .same, the only-variable which can account for this behavior is the 
increasing defect concentration- 8$ ··one·· goes· from ~A 6 · to PA 12. The 
reason for the importance of this·· faetot arises· from·· Herring's point 
that if the cat'rier ··density' is·· ;Large· enough; the· thermal conduction 
current carried by the·long·wavelength.phonons in·a·temperature gradi-
ellt will be decreased dueto·interactions.of the·carriers with the pho-
nons. This, in turn, results· in less phonon drag ·on·· the carriers that). 
they wotlld experience· if· the· carrier·· concentration were small. 
Figure 19 or Table· !I also shows that the ;low temperature maximum 
in the thermoelectric-power-shifts··· to ·higher·· temperatures with increas-
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ed reduction~ -CoJ11parisons ·· o·f ,·.these' temperature_s -- with··· those· at the max.-
_ ima of the thermal· conduetiy:Lty· curves·· show· that· the· two·nearly coin-_ 
cide. Assum:l,ng only· boundary scattering,· one··would expect the maximum 
in 'the thermoelectr;Lc··power··to~oecur at.·:a·htgher-temperature than the 
maximum for the· the'tlllal'- conductivity- since· only· long· wavelengt~ phonons _ 
are· assumed· to . be· important -in·· the~ former· case, · This -is -cons is tent 
with samp· le PA 12 where ic · -· · occurs at: about 12 .s °K and o near_ 15 
- - '1118X . _ ~X -
0 -
l{. Lightly-red\J,Ced. samples such as -- PA 6, howevei; -show the _ opposi. te 
- _- 0 - - 0 
tendency inthat~:x:·is'at 10. Kand i<:max at 12.5 K. Thurber and· 
. Mante 1 s 36 ·vacuum-.reduced sample is similar in behav'ior to PA 6 and its 
Q-curve also peaks at·lO QK. 
At first glance, - the shifting·of -the .. maximum·m;ight·be thought_- to 
.be. a conseq\\ence of point· 4efect scattering. However, the phono-g.s 
- - -
· which are considered to ·be~ impoitant · i,;1 the thermoelectric . powe:i:;--the 
+ phonon modes with small·values·of q--are not_expected,to be.strongly. 
seat tered by impur;i. ties -- since-· the relaxa t;ion · Ume · for· th:f,.s mechanism 
4 · · 61 . 
- goes as w"'" - As -Griffin··and Carruthers· - have· poi-g.ted <>ut, scatteri"Q.g 
\·· 
by . bound donor -electrons; ·on' the . other hand, · woul4 be expected to be 
- - - - + 
an impot'tant mechanir;;m· for · pref etentially · scat teriug · low q: phono.ns. If 
this were the· case, ·one·tQ.ight· expect·; the· combined -effects·· of. boundary. 
and_ -bound donor· electron· seat tering .. to · shi:l;t -the·· maxima·· of · the Q-curves 
to higher and higher--temperSitures--as·'the·number of donors (or as the 
-red.uction state) increases~· ·UnfoJ;tunately, even an estimate of the 
form. of the phe>tl<>n-bound-donor-eiectt'on··relaxation time is difficult 
to asc(;!rtain fo:r rutile without·a-more.d~tailed_ ltnawle.dge of the.band. 
stiuctut'e. 
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One also expects· th~-~ s1ope' of Qph versu~ '.J:' · above the max::l.mum to 
decrease with ·increased-, carrier·· concentration· and·· this is. observed in 
.. · 51 
Figure 21. As mentioned· previously, Gashimzade, ··il~ · aL predict a 
-3 5 
value of.Qph a. T • lnT·for··a:c-direction.· In·the temperature range 
. 0 --- . . 0 3 . 
30 to 100 K, ln T·goes nearly·as 0 T' so·that·the·temperature depend-
. - - · -3 2 
ence in.the c-direct;lon is·about T ' • From the changes in slope seen 
f-:rom Figure 21 (2;2 to 2~7) .. it·:ts·certainly conceivable·that a "pure" 
sample might approach this value. 
46 On the other·hand, Herring·' s ·· semiquan,titative · tl;'eatment yields 
.. · · - -4 -1 5 Qph a T/µT, (for a cubic structure). Taking , a T and µa.T • , 
-3.5 Herring obtained the result Qph a T · ~ The mobility shown in Figure 
. -2 ,5 :-LS 14, and discµssed ·earlier; ·however, · goes as T and not T. • If 
· · -2 5 · · · · · -2 5·· in fact; one· uses· the value µaT·· · ' .. in Herring's expression; Qpha( ·T • , 
in excellent .agreement··wi~h-· the·'experimental·slope·· fo-,: ·sample, PA 3. 
At · very low tempera tores·; ·· one·· expects · t;he ·· only seat tering me cha-
nism to be that of·the·sample·bou'Q.daries~·-·Inthis·case·the relaxation. 
time is temperature independent~and·· one· only needs tq· know·· the tempera-. 
ture dependence of the·mobility~· This·has·not been obtained at.low 
temperatu:i::es in the·present 0·work 0, • but' if one'. as-sumes the value T-1.S, 
as did Herring, ~ha r 0•5 , Values calculated for the various samples 
where Q-data below the·maximumcould be obtained are given in Table 
III. · As mentioned· in Chapter· IV;· the uncert;til,inty in the .measurements 
t :i . 
. : ,·,1 •• 
below 10 °K is about :!; · 20% and·· this· means a'.'. tcir~~sponding · unqertainty. 
in the slopes in Tab.le· III; 
. 0 
The values at 9 Kar~ in good agreement 
with a predicted value of TO~s. ' 0 However, the slopesat·7 -K would im-
TABLE III 
TEm>ERATURE DEPENDENCE.OF THE·THERMOELECTRIC POWER 
AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY BELOW 10 °K 
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_.,,__ 
SaJnple 
. PA 13 
PA 12 
PE.12 
PA 6 
PA 10 
0. 77 . 0.56 
0.69 0.51 · 
0.50 
:y in K 
7 OK 
l,68 
2.34 
2.45 
ply that an additional mechanism must be introduced to explain the 
faster drop in Q h than that predicted by simple boundary scattering p 
'h k i ·1 to· T-1 · 5 • wit µ ta en proportona 
Ct 
In retrospect, while qualitative explanation of the experimental 
Ty 
results is reasonably satisfactory, present concepts of•the phonon-elec-
tron interactions invqlved in the phonon-drag effect are not well enough 
definecl to provide estimates of magnitudes of this ef;fect,·nor predict 
conclusively the nature of the temperature dependences. 
Thermal Conductivity 
Table III also gives the temperature dependence of i<: at low tem-
. 0 
peratures (7 K). These.results al;'e again not compatible with a simple 
3 . 
boundary scattering mechanism which preclicts Ka T • The decrease· in 
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the slope of I< with ;i.ncreasing reduction state-suggestsan increasing 
importance of point defect or isotope scattering, since this mechanism 
+ 
,.!! important for the high q phonons. More will be said on this point 
later. 
Unlike present models of the phonon thermoelectric effect, thermal 
conductivities can be treated in a somewhat morequantitative fashion, 
using the expression given by Callaway wh;i.ch was discussed in Chapter 
II. Some of the thermal conductivity results shown in Figures 24 and 
26 have been fitted using his expression by assuming a form for the 
relaxation time as. 
l 4 - 2 3 
'c"" = v/L + A1J'J + B0 exp(-8/!_T)w T , 
The origin of each tterm has already been briefly described, but it b 
still necessary to discuss the_constants as they apply to reduced ru-
tile. 
The length parameter, L, can be calculated from the expression53 
~ L ::; 1.12 -(L1 L2) , where Ll L2 is the_ cross-sectional area of the speci-
men. For sample PA 12 this yields L = 0,229 cm. 62 Berman, et. al. , 
have pointed out that this parameter should depend not only on the 
cross-sectional al;'ea, but on the specimen.length and the nature of the 
surface as well, e.g., whether the surface is polished or rough, All 
specimens used in this study had rough surfaces resulting from the 
cutting and lapping pperations, Taking this fact and the distance 
between probes into account ,.;,,t_he Berman correction reduc;es L by about 
35%, to 0.150 cm. This is the value used in the boundary scattering 
term of the total relaxation time for samples PA 12 and PA 3. The low 
temperature data of sample PA 6 shown in Figure 26, however, were taken 
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after thie specimen had been cut lengthwise to determine specifically 
the effects of boundary scattering. For this reason the magnitude of 
L. used . in the K-calculations for this · specimen wa$ 0 .125 cm·. ( the uncor-
,:ected. value was O .J 7 cm). 
An,average value of the sound velocity .is required in the Callaway 
expression since.longitudinal and transve:i:se modes are not treated 
separately. For the c-direction in rutile this can be defined as 
1/v ;::; 1/3(2/v + 1/v1). c t 
63 Lange has recently measured.the sound·ve-
loci ties for reduced and. unrec;lu~ed material., and found them to be in-
dependent of the reduction treatment. Using his values of v1 = 10.66 
x 105 cm/sec.and vt = 5.50 x 105 cm/sec, the.value of vc is calculated 
to be 6.55 x 105 cm/sec. 
54 According to Klemens , the constant A in the point defect scat-
tering term.of the total relaxation time, may.be expressed as 
. 2 · 3 -1 
A= (3V S /Tiv G), where G is the number of defect1;1 per unit cell, 
O C 
V the unit cell volume, and s2 a scattering factor. Specifically, s2 
0 
involves changes in the masses, nearest neighbor distances, and force 
constants within the ·unit cell, upon·introduction of.an·isotope, im-
purity, or other defect. In.a sample c.ontaining point de~ects (vacan-
cies or inte-rstitials);·foreign impurities, and isotopes, one must cal-
culate three separate values of A, and. then.sum these values to obtain 
the A used in the t6taJ. relaxation time. 
--:';~ 
By measuring the thermal conductivity on their reduced sample,and· 
measuring ;it once more after reoxidation, Thurber and Mante36 claim 
they were &ble to separate out the effects due to point defect sc1;1.t-
tering. This enabled them to estimate s2 in reduc~d rutile as being of. 
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the order unity, tJsing the values V = 6.25 x 10-23·cm3, v = 6.55 x 
O C 
105 cmJsec, and s2 = 1, and expressing the.defect concentration, Nd, in 
3 3 -62 
numQers per cm, one finds A(sec) = 1.3 x 10 Nd. On the basis of 
the carrier density·curves calculated .. from_the proposed-defect model 
(Figure 28) one may estimate a value for Nd if the specimen in question 
has reached equilibrium during the reduction process.· Thus for a 1050 
o 2+ 18 -3 C sample such as PA 12, Nd :::-n(Ov ·)/2, or Nd;;: 8 x 10- · cm • This 
- -43 3 gives an estimate of A as 10 · sec. Comparing this value with that 
-45" 3 found by Tqurber and Mante for unreduced rutile (10 _sec), one.might 
conclude that; point defeat.scattering should completely overshadow iso-
tope,and·foreign impurity scattering in-reducecl material. 
Consider, finally, the_term_of the total relaxation time which 
pertains to phonon-phonon interactions. If umklapp processes were the 
most :;l.mportant; scattering mechanism, one might expect to see an expo~ 
nent.ial behaviot' of K with temperature. This type of behavior was ob-
served by Thurber and ~nte in "pure" rutile at temperatures higher 
than 25 °K, Such a dependence was not noted in the results of the-
present study, however, probably bec,use of the high defect concentra-
tions, and for this reason the ~ponential factor was absorbed into 
the proportionality constant. This in turn eliminated the somewhat 
arbitrary choice of!.· The relaxation time for phonon-phonon inter-
_ actions thus becomes 1ph-l = Bw2T3, which is the form used by -Callaway 
in describing umklapp processes in germanium. This is, of _course, also 
the form of the relaxation time commonly used to describe' normal pho-· 
..:'~i-
non-phonon processes. "fr( this sense, B is the sum of the proportional-
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ity constants for the two different phonon-phonon mechanisms·and hence, 
cannot be considered solely representative of the strength of either 
one. 
Using the values of Land A mentioned earlier for sample PA 12, 
andassuming a value for B, an IBM 360 computer wasused to generate 
a curve by numerically integrating the Callaway expression. The value 
of the Debye temperature in the upper limit was taken to be 530 °K 
after Thurber and Mante •. ';rhe value of B was varied, to obtain a fit to 
th d · h h' h (40 to ~.o °K). . e ata at t e ig er temperatures .,, It was necessary to 
decrease A about 20% fromtbe estimated value in order.to bring the 
computed curve into·agreement with the data at the\ maximum. Once a 
value for B had been estaplished in this manner, curves for samples 
PA 3 and PA 6 were generated using esi;ent:i..al,ly this same·value of Band· 
varying only A. 
To estimate the effect of the separate parameters upon K, each 
was varied separately, and the behavior of K noted. This revealed that 
for these samples, Lis important only below the maximum as expected, 
0 Bis important above 25 K, and, A is important over most of the temper-
ature range, but is most prominent at the maximum, The results of the 
computed curves are shown fo-r three samples in.Figure 31, together with 
~.:;.,;~{~.;f,:::::.;, 
data points for comparison. The parameters L, A, and Bused in the 
computations are listed in Table IV. 
With reference back to the opening paragraph of this section, one 
notes on Figure 31 that the data, at the lowest temperatures, fall be-
low the computed curve.· The values of A and L could not be adjusted 
to fit the data at these temperatures, making it appear that an addi-
tional scattering mechan;i.sm--unaccounted for in the form of the total 
-~ 
0 
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-
-0 
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-
5 
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~ PA3 
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COMPUTED CURVES 
10 30 
T (°K) 
Figure 31. Thermal Conductivities as a Function 
of Temperature as Computed from 
the Calloway Expression and Com-
pared with the Actual Data 
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. relaxation t;Lme used---is· probably· important belQw the ·maximu111. This 
behav;l.()r is consistent with that obset'ved in.the thet'ltleelectl;'ic power 
at low tempet'atures. 
TABLE IV 
PARAMETERS USED IN THE. CALCULATIONS OF·THERMALCONDUCTIVITY 
Sample L(cm) ; .· . 3· A(eec ) B(OK-3 sec) Nd (cm..:.3) Nd(est) 
PA 6 0.125 1,.:, x 10""'44 . 3.0 x 10-22 1.1 x 1018 1.3 x 1018 
PA 3 ·0~15 3 x 10-44 3;5 x 10-22 2,2 x 1018 3.3 x 1018 
PA12 0.15 8 x 10~44 3.5 X. 10-22 6 x 1018 8 x·lo18 
Since all ct'ystals used in.this ,inveetigation wet'e cut.from.a 
single boule, and wet'e eE!eentiallythe.same geometrical size, one would 
expect that only changes in·the variable.A.would be requit'ed to explain 
the experimental.decreaE!e in the magnitude.of K with increased reduc ... 
tion state~ That this ia indeed the case·-as deduced ftom the.theoret .. 
ical curves--can be seen from Table IV •. One ne>tes •that. B is essential-:-
. -44 3 ly the same for all samples, wh~le A.varies from 8 x.10 sec for 
PA 12 to 1.5 x,lo-44 sec3 for PA 6. The defect concentrations, ·Nd, as 
calculated from the.expression A= 1.3 x 10..,62 Nd are·also included in, 
Tabl.a IV, and estimates of Nd obtained,by a completely different ap-
proach are presented in the .last .colunm (Nd (est)). ;thi,s latter value 
.. ·.,-
for PA,.12 was determined from Figµre 28 as ment.:toned earlier.· However, 
for samples PA 6 and·PA 3 which. were not reduced.lo~g enough for the . 
.. ;,·~· 
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defect concentrations to reaeh the equilibrium values estimat.ed on 
li'igure 28, an_addit:i,onal assumption was necessary. one:observes.from 
this·. figure that the ratio n(Ov) /n(Tii) is .about 22 for an ,equilibrated 
1050 °c specimen. If this ratio is assumed-to be independent of .time, 
at least.for times long after the.start of the treatment, one could de.;. 
termine n(Ov)' and thus Nd(::: n(Ov)/2), if the .value of n(Tii) were 
k.noWtl,. According to the arguments. given in the first part of this 
chapter, one does know this value. It ·is the nearly constant portion 
of then versus 1/T .curve (Figure 13 for sample PA 3). That-is, in 
this temperature range ( ... .50 °K), the ene:q~y-level model assumes that 
all·donor levels arising from·oxygen vacanc;i.es aie full and the conduc-
tionelectrons arise from the ioni.zed.titanium interstitial .donor 
lev~ls. Hence :o.(Tii.) is give_n by 3[li J+] + 4[Ti -4+] - N or from 
· i · i a' 
1017 -3 Figure 13, n(Tii) ::: 3 x cm· for sample PA 3. This leads·to an· 
18 -3 · 18 -3 
estimate of Nd as 3~3 x .10 cm , compared with -2.2 x ·10 cm: as de-
termined from the thermal conductivity results. Sim:1.lar arguments. for 
18 -3 18 -3 
specimen. PA 6 g;i.ve Nd (est) = l..3 x 10 Clll (versus 1.1 :x:,10 cm. ) • 
The agreement between·the two_values of Nd as-calculated.by completely 
independent approache1;1 argues strongly fqr the validity of the ·model 
prqposed earlier •.. 
Anisotropy 
The an;f.sot-:ropy ratio · of K. · /k. shown in Figure 25 is clearly in. 
c a· 
agreelllent with. that found for ''pure" rutile by Th1.n:ber· and Mante. 
They attributed. the .decrease in the ratio nea.r 25 °K to the onset of 
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point defect and boundary scattering, and the constant value below 10 
0 K·to pure boundary scattet;'ing~ If the :l;irst part of their interpreta-
tion is correct; it is indeed surprising to see a similar behavior i.n 
strongly reduced material where point defect scattering is prominent 
well above 25 °K. The reader is referred to the work of these authors36 
for their qualitative arguments concerning the behavior of K: tK , In 
c ·a 
general, the therm.al conductiv;i.ty (and thermoelectric power) anisotropy 
in crystals is not well understood, 
The nature of the anisotropy of the thermoelectric power is shown 
in Figure 23. This curve actually plots the ratio of the total ther-
moelectric powers (Qel + Qph) ancl·thus one expects to see a large de-
0 
viation at high temperatures (> 100 K) from the lri.T dependence pre-
d . t d b G h. d 51 . Q . . 1· i h. Th 1 1c e . y ··as 1mza e. since el is prom. nent n t .is range~ e e . ec"".' 
tronic component is small at low temperatures, however, so in this 
range the ratio is assumed·representative of the phonon contributions 
only. Hall measurements were not made on the a-direction sample (PE 
12), and hence Qel could not be evaluated for it directly. Using the 
Hall anisotropy ratio R /R as·a function of T given by Becker and 
c a 
12 Hosler (which they found to be independent of the reduction state), 
an estimate·of n versus 1/T was made for PE 12 and a rough value of 
Qel was obtained. Subtracting the electronic.components from PA.12 
and PE 12 shifts tq.e ratio Q/Qa in the. temperature range 50 to 100 °K 
into good agreement with the lnT curve shown in Figure 23. No unam~ 
biguous. explanation for the behavior obse.rved below 25. °K is available 
at this time. 
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Summary of Conclusions 
(1) A model is presented which suppose1;1·that·two types of de-
fects are created during the vacuum-:-reduction process and that.these 
defects are "frozen" into the·specimens during a rapid quenching 
period. The defects are oxygen vacancies and titanium interstitials. 
Following low reduction temperatures (800 °c), the interstitial de-
fects are present in negligible amounts and have little effect on the 
electrical properties of the material. As the reduction temperature 
is increased, the interstitial defect concentration increases much 
faster than the oxygen vacancy concentration. As a result, the.titan-
ium interstitial defects play an ever-increasing role in the electri-
ca:J. properties. At sufficiently high reduction temperatures (1000 °c), 
when the donor level concentration arising from the inters.titial de-
fects is greater than the acceptor level concentration arising from 
foreign impurities, the electrons from these donor levels completely 
dominate the low temperature electrical properties. 
The important fe;:iture is that;a titanium interstitial level, 
which is not completely compensated, lies above the oxygen vacancy. 
levels. From measurements of the electrical properties, no assignment 
as to the valence state of this level is possible. Recent ESR 
studies28 , however, imply that Ti~ and Ti~+ levels cannot explain the ]. . ]. 
1 f h . . . d h T.z+ d T. 3+ 1 1 resu ts o t ese investigations an . ence i. an 1.. eve s are· 
. i i 
assumed to be the important one1;1, On this basis, the first two elec-
trons removed from the interstitial defect must be located on accep-
tors. The energy required to ionize the Ti~+ donor level is uncertain, 
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. 3+ but.is prqbably around0.005 eV, and·the aetivation:energy of:the Tii 
level is determined · to be .. 0. 01 eV, 'th~ ·. ae tiva tion energy for re~ 
moval.of the first electron from the oxygenvacancy is found experi-
mentally ,to be.about 0.05 to 0.09 eV. Ion;Lzation:of the second elec-
tron from the vacancy requires energ;i.es of about 0,07 to 0.11 ev, that· 
is, this level lies - 0,02 ·eV lower than the firs.t; level. All activa~ 
tion energies are assumed·tobe·dependent upon.the concentration of 
defects. 
?his model is consistent with recent studies suppo.rtitlg the con~ 
capt of a. titani.um interstitial·:defect and qualitatively. can explain 
the behavior of the electrical.properties determined ;Ln·this study as 
well as those.observed.by many·others. · 
(Z) A very large phonon contribution to the the.rmoelectric power 
is observed •. This effect increases with decreasing temperature, 
eve1;1tua~ly reaches a maximum in, the tempet'.atuJ;e raI).ge 10. to 15 °K, and· 
then.decreases. The magnitude of this phonon contribution is clearly 
deJ>end.ent upon the number of point defects generated during t;he.reduc-
tion process.· Th~s is a consequence.of phonon:scattering by carriers, 
by bou,nd donor electroiis, or perhaps even.by point defects. Unfortun-
nate+y, no present.theory of this effect can predict .magnitudes or tem-
perature. dependences · canclusively ,. 
(3) The thermal conductivities of h~avily reduced samples are 
strongly influenced by pOitlt defect scatterip.g in the temperature 
range 10 to 50 °K. At,low temperatues, k fa+ls off·more·rapidly than 
that; predicted from a Callaway expression usi1;1g_point defect and_ 
boundary.scattering relaxation times only. Thissuggests·that an addi-
tional scattering mechanism is present in hi.ghly reduced matel'ial. 
llO 
(4) No appreciable size effect was noted in either the thermal 
conductivity or the therm9electric power for sample PA 6. In addition, 
the.maximum values in the Q-and K-curves for each specimen occurred at 
approximately the same temperature. These two .results would imply that 
nearly the same group of phonons are·influential in both phenomena. 
Inspection of. the computed curves for the thermal conductivity reveals 
that actually this is not a surprising conclusion in view of the strong 
effect of point defect scattering on thi$ parameter. Since this scat-
-+ -+ 
tering mechanism strongly scatters phonons of high q, the low q phonon 
modes play a more prominent role in carrying the thermal current than 
would normally be expected. 
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.AFPENDIX A 
POINT DEFECTS 
There are·gene't"ally considered to be six primary types.of defects 
whi~h may OCCUX' ill a crystalline solid: phonons, dislocations, foreign 
atoms, excitons, vacant lattice sites.or inteJ:"stitial atoms~ and elec-
tronic disorder38 • Only.the last two t;:ypes will be considered here. 
'The effects of phonon interactions are discussed in.Chapter II in rela-
tion to the thet~l conductivity and thermoelectric power. 
In treating crystals with vacancies and/or interstitials it is 
necessary to specify whetqer stoichiometl;'y b preserved. For example, 
heating the hypothet:!-cal crystal MX to. high temperatures may result in 
a concentration of M interstitials, [Mi], together with an equal number 
of metal vacancies, [Vm] (Frenkel defect). Another possibility might 
be viacant cation sites~ [Vm], together with an equal numbel;' of vacant 
anion sites, [vx] (Schottky-Wagner defect). Combinations of the$e can 
also 0ccur, but in any event the important featux-e is that stoichiome-:-
try is.maintained. One'example of a process in which stoichiometry is 
not preserved might be h~ating MX in an ambient atmosphere of M vapor 
so that M io:os enter the latticein interstitiE:ll sites. 
The prev!ous exampleeirepresent cases of atomic disorder, There 
also exists the possibility of electronic;disorder which may or may not 
qepend on the atomic disorder. A semiconductor in its intrinsic region 
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presents an example of electronic disorder not involving atomic dis-
order. On the other hand,·vacancies or interstitial atoms within a 
crystal can act as donors or acceptors and thus also give rise to elec-
tronic disorder. 
The semi-quantitative treatment of the concentrations of ate>mic 
and electronic ,.defects stems from the application of the law of mass 
action. In view of the importance.of this law, a simple derivation 
similar to that given by Kroger and Vink38 is.presented below to intro-
duce tetminologyand to clarify the relationships between parameters. 
Consider, for example, the reaction involving the creation of Minter-
stitials and Mvacanciesin the cl:ystal MX: 
MX 
In this expression o is the mo.lar concentratioIJ. of the defect and it is 
assumed'that o << 1. Now, according to thennodynamics, at equilibrium 
the sum of the ther'Jllodynamic'potentials, µi' of reaction partners ion 
the left side of the reaction equals that of the.reaction partners on 
the right.hand side. Treating those on the left as negative and ones 
on the right as pos:i.tive, 
Here n. is the number of atoms i taking part in the reaction, Treating 
l. 
the atoms as statistically independent, and considering only small con-
. 64 
centrations it can be shown (e.g. van Goal ) that the thermodynamic 
potential 1.1. is a function of the concentration x. of component i, that 
i i 
is 
= (µ • ) + RT ln x . 
l. 0 l. 
where R is the universal gas constant; x. is expressed in mole frac-
l. 
·tions, and(µ,) is the·ther;modynamic potential of i under standard 
l. 0 
0 
conditions (T = 25 C, x. = 1). 
l. 
Combining these last two expressions 
L n.ln x. = - L n.(µ.) /RT i l. l. i l. l. 0 
= exp (-L n.(µ.) /RT). i l. l. 0 
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The thermodynamic potential of i, however, can be expressed in terms of 
the partial enthalpy, hi, and partial ep.tropy, si' through.the Gibbs 
function: 
This yields upon substitution 
lT n. 
. x. l. 
l. 
= h. - Ts .• 
1 l. 
= exp (L n. (s.) /R) exp (-L n. (h.) · /RT) i l. l. 0 i l. l. 0 
=· Cexp(-AH/RT) 
= K. 
This last expression is the law of mass action, with Ca constant 
involving the entt"opy change in the reaction and 4H the energy involved 
in the reaction. In terms of the example cited earlier, then, at any 
temperature T, 
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B~cause it .i,s assumed that the ·.density of imperfections .. is.small (o<~l), 
the concentration.a of the normal.crystal cc;,:mponents are.assumed con-: 
stant, and hence do. not·· appear· in the · law · of mass ·action. Concentra- . 
. 3 
tions may also be · expressed in numb.era per c~ • 
the applicability o~ this technique to.a real crystal necessitates 
a knowledge of the type of.defect as well as the ability to experimen-
taliy determine 1!:he,constants C and t.H, procedures which in practtae 
are us.ually difficult. 
APPENDIX B· 
POTENTIOMETER CIRCUITS 
The circuit diagrams for the potentiometers used with the.low tern-
perature resistivity and Hall effect sample holder are shown in Figure 
32, and the.components are listed in Table V. These circuits are simi-
lar to those of Fischer, Greig and Moose.r55 • 
The potentiometers A and B were only used to supply a constant 
voltage and, therefore; did not require calibration. In the calibrated 
potentiometer, thecurreJ;1.t through·the·potential divider was.drawn from 
either battery B1 or B2 and calibration was performed by adjusting R10 
or R11 to obtain the desired current flowing through the ammeter, A. 
D~pending on the position of the switch s4 , this current was either 10 
ma or 0.10 ma, resulting in a potential drop across resistor R1 of 1, 
-1 -2 -2 -3 -4 10 , 10 volts (10 ma) or 10 , 10 , 10 volts (0,10 ma). This 
potentiometer was calibrated against the Leeds and Northrup K-3 or the 
l{eit;hley 149 and was found accurate·to better than± 1% on the higher 
ranges and about ±5% on the 0.1 mv range. 
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Figure.32~ Circuit Diagrams·of the l:'otentiometers Used in the Low Temperature Resistivity.and Hall 
Effect Measurements 
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N. 
0 
Component 
A 
Rl 
R2 
R3 
R4,R7 
R5,R6 
RB 
Rg 
RIO 
Rll 
Rl2 
R13 
Rl4 
Rl5 
Rl6 
Bl,B2,B4 
B3 
81 .... 4, 89, 810 
s5,s6,s8 
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TABLE V 
PARTS LIST FOR POTENTIOMETERS 
100 
20 
1 
50 
50 
500 
5 x 103 
100 
104 
104 
2.5 x 105 
103 
200 
25 
1.456 
28.0 (4) 
aResistances in ohms, battery voltages in volts. 
Manufacturer 
Weston Model 81 
Borg 205 
Baurnes 3053 
IRC WW4J 
Baurnes 3053 
IRC WW4J 
Ohmite .Cu 5011 
Ohmite Cu 5011 
Baurnes 3400 
Baurnes 3400 
IRC WW4J 
IRC WW4J 
General Radio 510D 
IRC WW4J 
Borg 2251B· 
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Mallory RM 12 
Mallory RM 413 
Shallcross 2J56A6-l 
Cutter-Hammer 8376Kl 
Shallcross 1J54A6-l 
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